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I. INTRODUCTION 
Powdery mildew is one of the most common diseases of barley that occurs in 
extensively cultivated areas each year. Although barley crop seldom encounters 
hea vy losses in yield from the powdery mildew in any one field， considerable 
damage can be estimated when wide areas are considered. It is known that this 
disease can be controlled by the use of sulphur compounds， but its use in. wide-
spread areas has not proved entirely economical， even by the use of such a stand-
ard fungicide as lime sulphur; and as to the future in its control， litle can be hoped 
for by the fungicidal method. Viewing from the possibility th与tthe produc-
tion of mildew resistant varieties offers the only practical solution to the control 
method， several fundamental studies on the breeding of mildew resistant barley 
varieties were undertaken by certain foreign research workers， and to this day， 
they have discovered some sixteen genetic factors for resistance to the disease. 
Although it is now known that physiologic races of Eヮsiphegraminis hordei distri-
buted in ]apan differ from those found in foreign countries， itis stil not known 
how the genes for resistance to foreign physiologic races of mildew would react 
to the ]apanese physiologic races. 
The writer has studied the genetics of resistance to ] apanese physiologic races 
of mildew in 146 barley varieties， among which are included those whose resis-
tant factors to foreign physiologic races have already been studied. All findings 
from these stl.dies have been reported in series of papers in ]apanese， and this 
is a consolidation of data published hitherto. 
1. REVIEW OF LITERA TURES 
Not a few investigations on the inheritance of resistance to powdery mildew 
. 
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in barley ha ve been mJe， and above al， aseries 山 udi加e白so叩nt耐he児 1凶n凶he加刷町凶rita
resistance to American race 3丸， undertaken by Dr. F. N. Briggs and his associates 
-Drs. E. H. Stanford， E.A. Favret and C. W. Schaller -is the most noticeable 
work. 
Briggs (1935)， and Briggs and Barry (1937) designated the factors for resis-
tance to mildew in Hanna as HH and the one in Goldfoil as GG. According to 
them， there was no indication of linkage between HH and GG， also， there was no 
linkage between the two factors for resistance to mildew and the factors for row 
number of spikes and short-haired rachilla. Briggs(1938) reported that Chinerme， 
Nigrate and Arlington Awnless had at least one factor for resistance to mildew 
in common， and the Hanna and Goldfoil factors were not carried by the three 
varieties. According to Briggs and Stanford (1938)， the Algerian factor (Mlo) was 
di町erentfrom the Kwan factor (Ml，). And these two factors differed from any of 
the factors previously discovered in Hanna， Goldfoil， Chinerme， Nigrate and Ar-
lington Awnless. The factors Mlo and Ml， were found to be linked with a cross-
over value of 9.81 %， and there was no linkage between Mlo and the factor for 
short haired rachilla. The Hanna and Goldfoil factors were again designated as 
Ml" and Mls respectively， and the two factors in Arlington Awnless were ten・
tatively designated as Mls and Ml:r Stanford and Briggs (1940) reported that 
the Psaknon factor Ml p was identical with Mls， which was one of the two factors p 
found in Arlington Awnless， Nigrate and Chinerme， thus， Mls was replaced with 
Mlp' They also pointed out that the resistance of Duplex to the race 3 was con・
ditioned by the three factors Ml"， Ml p and mld， and mld might be linked with either 
Ml" or Mlp' Briggs and Stanford (1943) reported that Mls factor for resistance 
to race 3 in Goldfoil was linked with K factor for hooded 18.77士 2.33per cent， 
and with Bl factor for blue aleurone with a cross輔overof 26.31士 5.05per cent. 
The latter two factors were known to belong to linkage group IV. The order 
suggested was Bl， K， Mls' Furthermore， Briggs (1945) found that Psaknon factor 
Mlp and Duplex factor mld were linked with a recombination value of 16.38 per 
cent. These genes were found to be linked with a， factor for albino seedling in 
Trebi I which places them in linkage group 1. The recombination percentages 
were 12.08 for the Duplex and 36.65 for the Psaknon genes respectively. The 
geh.e order indicated was a" mld， Mlp' According to Vallega and Favret (1947)， 
and Favret (1947， '49a， '49b)， the resistance ofMonte Cristo and Engledow India 
to American race 3 and Argentine races 1 and 2 was due to a single factor which 
was designated as Ml".， and the recessive factor of Nigrate for resistance to 
Argentine race 1 was designated as ml，. Favret (1949b) also reported that the Ml". 
was linked with one of the Nigrate factors determined by Briggs， and that the 
resistance of Gopal might be governed by two m吋orgenes， which linked each 
other with a cross-over value of about 15-20 per cent. There was no indication 
of linkage between ml問 recessivefactor for resistance to mildew in West China， 
and B factor for black lemma， and also there was no linkage between the factors 
for resistance in Gopal and factors B for black lemma and v for six rowed spikes . 
. 
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Schaller and Briggs (1955) reported that the m吋orgene for resistance to the race 
3 in Black Russian was allelic to the Algerian factor MI"， and the Black Russian 
factor was designated as MI"2' The MI"2 was linked with each of Mlp， m1"and M1lc 
with the recombination value of 41.5 :!: 2.7， 17.5 :!: 1.8 and 10.4士 2.8per cent， 
respectively. The order of the genes suggested was Ml"， MI"2' m1"， Mlr 
The above is the outline ofthe works undertaken by Dr. F. N. Briggs and his 
associates. However， there are several other works made on this problem by other 
investigators. Biffen， asearlyas 1907， observed that Hordeum spontaneum differed 
from Hordeum hexasticofurcatum in one recessive factor for resistance to mildew. 
Dietz and Murphy (1930) reported that the resistance of Goldfoil to race 4 was 
conditioned bya single recessive factor. Tidd (1937) found that each of three 
varieties一Hanna，Goldfoil and Arequipa - differed from susceptible in one 
major factor for resistance to race 6 of mildew， and that there were no linkage 
between the resistance of Goldfoil and row number of spikes， nor were there bet-
ween resistance of Arequipa and hooded vs. awned. Furthermore， Tidd (1940) 
observed that the resistance of Nepal barley to race 6 was governecl by a single 
m吋orfactor， and that there was no indication of linkage between the factor for 
resistance in Nepal and each of factors for naked， hooded and short-hair吋 rachilla.
According to Honecker (1931， 1934)， PHug's Intensiv di百eredfrom susceptible 
varieties in one major factor for resistance to German race A. He studied the re-
sistance to mildew in a cross of a resistant and susceptible varieties under two diι 
ferent environments. When the plants were grown under a light of low intensity 
and a temperature of 15-25.C， he was able to distinguish homozygous resistant 
from heterozygous plants. On the other hand， when the plants were grown under 
strong light and a temperature of 25・35.C，he could not establish such a distinction. 
Furthermore， Honecker (1942) studied the inheritance of resistance to nine Ger-
rnan races of mildew in several barley varieties. From his studies， the factor for 
resistance to race A in Pftug's Intensiv was designated as A， and that of Ragusa b 
to races A and B， and that of CPI0321 to race D were designated as B and d， 
respectively. He also reported some modifiers which inftuence the resistance to 
rnildew of barley. Hoffmann and Kuckuck (1938) studied the resistance of Gun-
eki to mildew， which was one of japanese varieties moderately resistant to Ger-
rnan races A and B. They reported that 3.17 per cent of proge凶esin a Fs of a 
cross between Gun-eki and susceptible variety was unduobtedly more resistant 
to mildew than their parents， and the resistance of Gun-eki might be conditioned 
by several recessive factors. They also observed that when Hordeumゆontaneum
nigrum was crossed with one of Nepal susceptible varieties， the resistance was 
dominant and segregated according to a monohybrid ratio; but when H. spont. 
nigrum was crossed with other susceptible varieties， the resistance often appeared 
as having been conditioned by many modifiers other than one dominant factor. 
Freisleben and Metzger (1942) found that the factor for resistance to German 
races 1 and 4 in Weihenstephaner (Ercp) was linked with the factor for hooded (K) 
with a recombination value of 15.8 per cent. jensen (1951) reported that Goldfoil 
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di町eredfrom the susceptible variety in a single factor for resistance to American 
race久andthat the susceptibility was incompletely dominant. Rudorf and Wien-
hues (1951) studied the method of introducing the factor for resistance to mildew 
from品rdeumspontaneum nigrum which is one of the wild varieties， into some culti-
vated varieties. Moseman and Starling (1958) studied the inheritance of resis-
tance to various cultures of races of E:ワ5争hegraminis hordei in the Ricardo and 
Modia barley varieties. They found that Ricardo had a single dominant gene 
conditioning resistance to the four cultures inoculated， and that Modia had two 
independent dominant genes， one conditioned resistance to the six cultures， while 
the other conditioned resistance to only three of the six cultures. Luig， McWhir-
ter and Baker (1959) reported that the five resistant varieties tested carried the 
Algerian gene， and that there was no linkage of the genes Ml" and Mlp with 
morphological factor pairs， respectively belonging to linkage groups 1， I， II， IV 
and V. 
As mentioned above， the inheritance of resistance to mildew in barley is one 
of the most thoroughly studied subjects among such problems in plant disease.. 
The genes for resistance to mildewand their linkage relations which have been 
reported in foreign countries are summarized in table 1. 
Tab1e 1. Genes for resistance to mildew and their linkage 
re1ations reported by earlier workers. 
:「-mceusedLi:i?;32up Variety in which the gene was first identified Authority 
Ml1 3 
Ml6 3 
一・・・・・…・・・・・・….Hanna， Duplex 
N 18.8・K， Goldfoil 
26.3...Bl 
Briggs 1935， Stanford & Briggs 1940 
Briggs & Barry 1937， 
Briggs & Stanford 1943 
Mly 3 - .・H ・-………・ Arlington，Chinerme， Nigrate Briggs 1938 
M1k 3 1 9.8・・Ml" K wa.n Briggs & Stanford 1938 
Mla 3 
Mla2 3 
mld 3 
1 allelictoMl，.2 Algerian， S.P.I. 45492 
1 10.4.・.Mlk，Black Russian 
41. 5・・・Mlp
1 17.5・・Mla%t Duplex 
12.1・"a，
Briggs & Stanford 1938 
Schaller & Briggs 1955 
Stanford & Briggs 1940， 
Briggs 1945 
Mlp 3 1 16.4・mld，Psaknon，Ar1ington，Chinerme， Stanford & Briggs 1940 
36. 7・a， Nigrate， Duplex 
Mlm 3，Arg.I，2 - ........・・…・・・・ Monte Cr湖 0，Engledow India Favret 1949 
Ml. 3，Arg.I，2 - ..…・・・・ー ・・・…・ Cebada Negra， West China Favret 1949 
ml.. Arg. 1，2 ー・・…・・・・・・一.....West China Favret 1949 
ml" Arg. 1，2 - .・H ・...・H ・.Nigrate Vallega & Favret 1947 
A A ー … ・・……・…・ Psug's Intensiv Honecker ゆ42
B A，B ・ー・…・・・・・ … Ragusa b Honecker 1942 
d D ・ー・・…・……...Weihenstephaner CPI0321 Honecker 1942 
Ercp 1，4 N 15.8・K Weihenstephaner Freisleben & Metzger 1942 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A. Materials 
ln order to study the genetics of resistance to powdery mildew in barley var-
ieties， various crosses were made between 146 resistant varieties and several sus-
ceptible varieties， aswell as among themsel ves. These 146 varieties consisted a 
collection from al parts of the world， included are those whose resistant factors 
to foreign physiologic races have already been determined. They were either 
highly or moderately resistant、toJapanese physiologic race 1， and were classified 
into 20 groups based on their di町erentialreactions to eleven Japanese physiologic 
races of barley mildew. The typical reaction type of each of the 20 groups is 
shown in table 2， and the names of the varieties belonging to each group are 
II. 
Table 2. Typical reaction types of 20 groups of varietal type classified 
as based on differential reactions to the 11 Japanese 
physiologic races of barley mildew. 
Number of 
varietles 
studied 
Reaction type to respective race 
Group 
No. XI 
?
????????
??
??
?
?
?
?????
?
????
x 
?
????? ?????
??
???
?
IX 
????
?
?
????
?
???
?
??
VIII 
???
VII 
?
???
??
????
?
??
???
?
?
VI V IV 
?
???
?
??
?
??? ? ?
??
??? ?
??
?
?
II 1 
S =3-4-4 
given in table 3. The varietiesー BlackFeng T'ien， Muyoji (Liguleless)， 
Yuho-shu (Third outer glume)， Erhard Frederikson， Nepal and Tonsum barley-
were generally utilized as susceptible varieties and to locate genes for mildew 
• R=O-O-I， M=1-3， 
*事 susceptiblevarieties 
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Table 3. Names of varieties in each group of varietal type. 
Group 
No. Names of varieties be10nged in each group 
1. A1gerian C.I. 1179， At1as 46 C.I. 7323， B1ack Russian C. I. 2202， Eng1edow India D. 1. V. 
464， Gopa1 C. I. 1伺 1，H.stont. mgrum， H.st側 t.6586， J.20， Russian No.68， Russian No. 81， 
Weihenstephaner 1 
2. Ar1ington Awn1ess C. 1.702， H.E.S. 1， Kwan C.I. 1016， Marini， Minn. 90-5， Nigrinudum 
3. B1ack Feng T'ien， Muyoji (Ligu1e1ess)， Yuh倒 hu(Third outer glume)， Erhard FI吋 erik回n，
Nepa1， T onsum 
4. C偶 stC.I. 276， K1einwanzleben， Manmuth， Russian No. 74， 
5. A.222 (Almora)， Bol句 E児島 Brome，Vankhuri， Victorie， ZZ 1st. C.I. 6298 
6. Duplex C.I. 2433， Hanna C.I. 906 
7. Aizu No.2， Aizu No.4， Aizu No. 5， Aizu No.6， Hokusei winter， Colses C. A. 772， Date No.2， 
H.st伺1.5060，H倒 O咽 ugiC，H慣例nugiNo.3，H国ogaraNo.1， 1wate Mensury C， Kachidoki， 
Kenkichi No.I， Kenkichi No.3， Mukade-mugi， Murasaki-hadaka， Nakaizumi・zairai，Nihon-
san， Omugi No.2， Russian No.l2， Sangatsu， Wase-hosogara 
8. B1ackhull C.A. 813， Peruvian C.I. 935 
9. Abyssinia C.I. 2192， Ackermann・'sIsaria， Arequipa C. 1. 2329 
10. Aizu・hadakaNo.3， Psaknon C. I. 6305， Chevalier winter， Hokudai No.4， Hokudai No.9， 
Sanjaku-hQnaga C， Yuki-shirazu C 
11. Arivat C.I. 6573， German summer， German No.58， H. E. S. 4， Hakata No.2， Heil's Hanna 
3 C. I. 682， Hokudai No. 1， H倒ogaraNo.2 C， J.135K-36-964， Kinai No.42， Konosu No.30， 
Miyagi No.123， 22-1， 35-1009， 0回・mugi，Russian No.4， Russian No.55， Sultan， Sydney， 
Vaughn C. I. 1367 
12. Six-rowed Chevalier， Dajokan， Shirobo， Iraqi barley， Ho釦・mugi，Kinai No.43， Miyako C， 
Hokkaido Chevalier， Russian No.33， Himalaya C. 1. 620 
13. Binder， Chevalier， Tw(トrowedChevalier， Ebis， Fredel怯回n，German Go1den， German No. 
1， German No.59， German No.61， Go1den Melon， Go1den Me10n No.1， Kagoshima Go1den， 
Golden No. 20， Hu Lan， Maja， Ok1a. 1-35-216 C.I. 7524， Primus， Russian No.6， Russian 
No.8， Russian No.21， Russian No.26， Russian No.27， Russian No.28， Russian No.36， Russian 
No.38， Russian No.50， Russian No.53， Russian No.63， Russian No.41118， Sanalta C.I. 6(渇7，
Svanhals， Trebi 1， Vaga， Sachsender， 1703-1， 1881-3，4790-10，4887-3 
14. Luth C.I. 972， Moravia， Opal， Shidabun No.1 
15. Russian No.66 
16. J. 5， Monte Cristo C. 1. 1017 
17. Goldfoil C.I. 928 
18. Nigrate C. I. 2，併4
19. Chevron C. I. 1111， H. stont. 3325 
20. German No.17， Kinai No.5， Kairyobozu・mugi
resistance， several linkage tester varieties were also used as susceptible parents. 
Reciprocal crosses were made in various combinations， but the two hybrids of 
each reciprocal cross gave almost the same results， and from which each reci-
procal cross is dealt with as if it were of a same material. 
Most ofthe varieties studied were supplied by Dr. R. Takahashi ofthe Ohara 
Institute for Agricultural Biology. The varieties possessing known genes for 
mildew resistance were obtained from their original investigators. For example， 
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Goldfoil C.I.928， Algerian C.I. 1179， Black Russian C. 1. 2202， Kwan C. 1. 1016， 
Hanna C. 1. 906 and Psaknon C. 1. 6305 were supplied by Drs. F. N. Briggs and 
c. W. Schaller of University of California， and Monte Cristo C.I.I017 and Nig-
rate C.I.2444 were from Dr. E. A. Favret of Institute de Fitotecnia Argentina. 
In order to keep Fl seeds from contamination， an ear of Fl plant was covered 
with a paper sack and the grains were hand thrashed， no machinery was used. All 
cultures of physiologic races employed went through preliminary purification by 
means of single spore isolations， and preserved in a refrigerator by test tube 
culture method (Hiura and Heta 1953). Each inoculum used in inoculation w硝
multiplied from the original single spore culture. In so far as physiologic race is 
concerned， therefore， itmay be祖先tystated that al cultures employed through-
out the studies consisted of the ~me clone which originated from the single spore 
culture. 
B. Method 
In order to identify genes for mildew resistance in barley varieties， and to 
make clear the interrelationship between genes affecting mildew resistance， some 
effective inoculation methods were devised and used in these studies. 
1. DETERMINA TION OF REACTION TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL PLANT IN A HYBRID 
Seedlings to be tested were grown in a wooden box， placed on a greenhouse 
bench free from any barley mildew. The box was 58cm by 35cm and 12cm in 
depth， and filled with a soil and humus mixture in the ratio of 3: 1， towhich was 
added 5 grm. of ammonium sulphate. Fl seeds to be tested were previously germi-
nated in a germinating dish， and only germinated seeds were sown in the box， 
A box contained 15 rows， and each row consisted of 20 seedlings， making a total 
of 300 seedlings in a box. When the seedlings had developed their second leaf， 
they were placed in an inoculation chamber， held at a temperature of approxi-
mately 170C， and inoculated by shaking the heavily-mildewed・susceptibleplants 
over the seedlings thus permitting the conidia to fal on them. The mildewed 
plants thus used were prepared for this purpose in an isolation box (Plate 1 A). 
Three days after inoculation， the seedlings were moved to another green house 
. having a temperature of 10 to 250C. In al experiments， notes were taken when 
the development of mildew on the susceptible plant had reached its maximum， 
which was usually 7 to 10 days after inoculation. Five classes of reaction were 
distinguished using the following system (Plate 1 B). 
0 ・・e・Immune or highly resistant. No visible signs of infection， ornecrotic 
spots present with no visible development of mycelium. 
1 .... Resistant. Necrotic spots present with a slight development of my-
celium. 
2 .... Moderately resistant. Moderate development of mycelium with a 
slight conidia formation. Chlorotic or necrotic spots present. 
3 ... Moderately susceptible. Moderate development of mycelium and 
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sporulation. Chlorotic or necrotic Spots may be present. 
4 ... Susceptible. Abundant mycelium and conidia formation. No necrotic 
spots. 
Futrell and Dickson (1954) have observed that a leaf sheath of resistant var-
iety was often heavily infected with mildew. According to Tapke (1953) there 
were marked differences between upper and lower leaves of a barley variety in 
the reaction to mildew. Honecker (1937) has pointed out that the first leaf of 
barley seedling showed the most stable reaction to mildew. The writer also ob-
tained the same result as Honecker's observation. The seedlings were， therefore， 
cIassified according to the reaction shown on their白rstleaf. There was litle 
chance for any one of 300 plants to escape from infection. This fact was demonst-
rated repeatedly by the extensive degree in which the susceptible plants had 
become diseased. 
2. IDENTIFICATION OF MAJOR GENE FOR MILDEW RESISTANCE IN BARLEY VARIETY 
Fundamental inoculation metlwd. 1n this method， the F 2plants of a cross 
between resistant and susceptible variety were first inoculated with race 1. 
M吋orgene for resistance is then determined when monofactorial segregation 
to race 1 isfound to have taken place. When bifactorial or a more complicated 
polyfactorial segregation is involved in the resistance to race 1， the F 2plants were 
divided into various parts， each part being inoculated with different races. 1t is 
only when monofactorial segregation for resistance to a race was found to have 
taken place， that the major gene for resistance was determined. Thus， with regard 
to the above， the method used that a F 2 plant is in配 ulatedwith a single race wi1 
be called the “Fundamental inoculation method". Generally in the following 
experiments where the effect range of resistant gene， orinterrelationship between 
resistant genes is dealt， the resistant varieties used， always di町eredfrom suscep-
tible varieties in one m吋orgene for resistance to the race inoculated. 
3. THE EFFECT RANGE OF A GENE ON THE RESIST ANCE TO MILDEW RACES 
Re-inoculation method. There is always considerable interest shown when 
the problem is to see whether the resistance of a variety to various races is con-
ditioned by a single gene or by several genes. To study this problem an avail-
able inoculation method was devised， and by using this method the effect range 
of a gene on the resistance to races was accurately determined. The F 2plants of 
a cross between resistant and susceptible varieties are日rstinoculated with race 
X. Three days after the first inoculation， the same plants of the F2 are again 
inoculated with race Y. Then about 5 da ys after the first inoculation， the pustules 
of the race X will become visible on the susceptible plants， and after another 3 
days， the pustules of the race Y will appear on the susceptible plants. 1f the 
resistance of a variety to races X and Y is conditioned by the same gene， plants 
which are susceptible or resistant to race X should be in complete agreement 
with that to race Y. This method wi1 be called the “Re・inoculationmethod". 
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4. INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GENES FOR MILDEW RESISTANCE 
Fundamental inoculation TTU!thod. The two resistant varieties， whose inter-
relationship of genes for mildew resistance being studied， are crossed with each 
other. The F 2plants of the cross are then inoculated with a race. In this case， 
each parent of the cross must differ from susceptible variety in one m吋orgene 
for resistance to the race inoculated. When each gene in the parents differs from 
each other， susceptible progenies will be segregated out in the cross. If the number 
of susceptible progenies do not conform to those expected on the basis of in-
dependent segregation， the two genes concerned must be located on the same 
chromosome. 
In cases where the AB and Ab phenotypes can not be separated， asin a 12:3:1 
ratio when genes are independent， the linkage may be calculated from the 
formula， where n=total plants tested (Immer 1934， Leonard 1948): 
pザ語 witha stan品rder吋宇
In most of the crosses studied， however， the difference between Ab and aB 
phenotypes were not great enough， thus only two kinds of phenotypes - resistant 
(AB + Ab + aB) and susceptible (αb) - were distinguished， inwhich the followirig 
formula was applicable: 
p=/~子 with a standard error = .!二どr 4n 
For consolidating the results obtained in these studies， the recombination 
values based on F 2data were always calculated from the latter formula， when . 
Immer's formula could have been used. 
Aゐd併edre-inoct似 onmethod. There were instances where interrelation-
ship between genes could not be determined by the fundamental inoculation 
method. For instance， incases where a variety A having gene A is resistant to 
race X but susceptibel to race Y， and a variety B having gene B issusceptible to 
race X but resistant to race Y， then， inF2 of a cross between A and B only one 
of A or B will react depending on the inoculated race X or Y， thus， only mono-
factorial segregation can be found for resistance to either of races X or Y， and 
the presence of linkage relation between the two genes is not possible to be deter-
mined. In such a cross， following method was adapted: first， the upper part of 
the first leaves of F2 seedlings to be tested was covered with a thin paper回ck，
and the entire seedlings were in回 ulatedwith race X， and kept in a glassr∞m 
having a temperature of about 170C. Twenty four hours after the in侃 ulation，
the paper sacks were removed from the seedlings， and after another two days the 
same seedlings were again inoculated with race Y. The pustules of race X will 
begin to develop on the lower part of the first leaves 5 days after the first inocu-
lation which will show that the genotypic constitution of the seedlings wereαB 
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and ab. After another 3 days the pustules of race Y will appear on the leaves 
that have Ab and ab as genotypes (Plate 1 C). The seedlings having AB geno・
type will be resistant to both races X and Y. Thus， four genotypes in F2 - AB， 
Ab， aB，αb - are distinguished by the use of paper sacks， which test method will 
be called the “Modi自edre-inoculation method". 
Palallel inoculation method. This method is applied when each of the two 
varieties A and B possess different mildew resistance genes A and B， respectively. 
However， the di町erencebetween A and B in reaction to race 1 isnot enough to 
differentiate the two varieties. 1n a case like this， ifthe race 1 isused only， it
may be di田cultto discriminate al of the expected F 2 genotypes from the crOss 
of these two varieties， even if Fs test is made. The test， however， can be made 
effective by the use of two different races on Fs lines. Here again， since the rela-
tions between varieties and races being the same as the above mentioned modi-
fied re-inoculation method， when F 3 lines from the cross between A and B are 
inoculated with race X， we can know the behavior of A pair， and likewise， inocu-
lating with race Y to the Fs lines enables us to know the behavior of.B pair. 
When these two results are combined， alof the nine genotypes of F 2 plants can 
be determined. This method will be called the “Parallel inoculation methodぺ
1mmer and Henderson (1943)， and Leonard (1948) showed that the expected 
frequencies of F2 genotypes and their observed numbers (e to n)， asdetermined 
by their beha vior in F s lines， are as gi ven in the cells of the checkerboard as 
follows: 
F・~".:・ a
幽瞬
BB 
Bb 
bb 
M .A& . 
e f I 
p2 2p(l-p) (I-p) 2 
2p(g 1-p) 
h+i m 
2p2+2(I-p)2 2p (I-p) 
k n 
(1・p)2 2p(トp) p2 
The letters e， f， g，… n repr四entthe observed numbers of the F 3 lines; p repre蛇 nts
the recombination fraction in repu1sion crosses and I-p is the recombination fraction 
in coupling. 
The maximum likelihood formulae in the determination of recombination 
value (p) from dominant Fa lines are as follows: 
Source of Data Formulae for determinatio恒 ofp Amount of information (i) per individual 
F3 from singly ~_ k ; _ 2 
dominant F 2"(Ab) .- (k+苛了 晶 p(1+p) (1-pJ) 
F3 from singly ~_ m ; _ 2 
dominant F.'. (aB) .-(函王訂7 ・ p(l+p) (1-pJ) 
F 3 from doubly domi-
nant F，'s (AB) (2e+f+g! _ (f+ω むーh+旦(1-2p)-2p(e+f+g+h+i1 = n P (I-p) (1一極二ト2p2)- (2+pJ) -v 
i= _._4(2-6p+3p2+4p3)一一一
p(l:-p) (2+がド(1-2p+2p')
A C 
Type 0' Type 0 Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 
B 
A ..... lsolation box. B ...目・リ Types of five classes of mildew reaction. 
c ....…. Modified re-inoculation t:nethod with paper sack. 
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When the number of F s lines concerned in calculating p isn， then， 
Standard error m='1 主， 1Il.
247 
The approximation of a combined recombination value， where the separate 
p-values are weighted， iscalculated from the following formula (Kramer and 
Burnham 1947， Leonard 1948): p=p-value， and I=information 
ωmbined weighted p-v山 =311
The standard error for this average p-value is as follows: 
Standard errorザ芸
Simtlified tarallel inocul幼ionmethod. Parallel inoculation method was 
mentioned above， and it may be the most effective way to learn about inter-
relationship between genes for mildew resistance. But this method has its draw-
backs， such as being very laborious when managing many crosses， and for not 
being so very e汀ectivewhen the two races to be used do not react conversely with 
each other to the parental varieties. Under the circumstances as when that A 
variety having A gene is resistant to race X but susceptible to race Y， and that B 
variety having B gene is resistant to both the races X and Y， an Fs test using 
two races will not di汀erentiateAABB genotype from αaBB genotype， and the data 
from Fs lines having A gene can only furnish interrelationship between A and B. 
In such a case the process is more simplified by using the method described 
below， which wil1 also yield回meresult as the parallel inoculation method. In 
this method the F 2plants from the cross between A and B are first inoculated 
with race Y， inwhich as those plants possessing A gene ha ve no resistant action 
to race Y， monofactorial segregation for resistance to race Y occurs， where sus・
ceptibility to race Y is shown 'by the combined AAbb， Aabb andωbb genotypes. 
The Fs lines drawn from susceptible F2 plants ofthe cross are then tested with 
race X to secure the ratio of必Abbto Aabb， which were enable us to reveal the 
desired interrelationship between A and B. If linkage relation is found， the re-
combination value can be calculated from the formula of Immer and Henderson's 
(1943). That is: 
k 
p= k+苛
This method wi1l be called the “Simplified parallel inoculation method". In these 
studies， Fs lines were nearly always tested by this method， and between 30 to 
40 plants were used to test the genotype of every F s line. 
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EXPERIMENT AL RESUL TS 
A. Ident併'cationザthemildew resistance genes and tkeir interrelation均抑
It was considered that varieties may be classified into groups according to 
resistance shown against mildew， and these groups may di百'erfrom one another 
in at least one gene for resistance， wherby varieties within a group may be re-
presented by mutual gene or genes in possession. The one hundred and forty six 
varieties used in these experiments thus classified into 20 groups are shown in 
tables 2 and 3 (Hiura and Heta 1955). The order of study was to first identify 
the resistance gene in each of the twenty groups， and then determine the inter-
relationships of these genes identified. 
IV. 
1. GENES FOR RESISTANCE TO MILDEW IN THE VARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 1 
Each variety within group 1 was crossed with some susceptible varieties and 
the F2 seedlings were inoculated with races 1， IV， Vor IX. These data are given 
Table 4. Classification of parents， F 1 and F 2 seedlings of crosses between 
varieties of group 1 and susceptible varieties according to 
reactions to inoculation with races 1， IV， Vor IX. 
Ratio 
(R+M) 
;S 
Observed numbers 。fF2p1anh 
R・M. S. Total 
? ???
?
「
?
?
P 
va1ue 
Race 
used 
Cross and 
reaction type of parents 
??
??
?
?
?
?
???
??
??
?
?
?
????
??
?
? ? ? ?
?
??
??
??
? ?
?
?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
?
?
??
?????? ??
????????
?
???
???
??
。?
??
???
•••
•
••••
••••••
•
.•
•
••
•••••••••••.•..•..•••
•
..•••••••••
•
•• 
。?。?
。?。?。?
。?。?。?
。?。?
。?。?。??
。??
。??
??
。?
??。?
。?。?。?
。??
。?
??
??
???
???
????
?
???
????
。???
『 ， ， 。
????
『 ，
??
?
『?????
??
?
??
?
。??
? ，
? 。
?
，???
。 ， ? ?
?。???
?
?
??
。?
? 。
???????
。?
? ?
????
?
?
??? ， ? ?
?? ?
『??
????
???
??
?
?
? ? ， ?
?
?
?
??
???
? ?
?
??
?????。??
291 1146 
150 641 
78 301 
35 339 
103 430 
?
???? ? ?
?
??? ?
?????
? ?
?
，???
。??
???
， ? ? ? ?
???
103 
148 
172 
113 
112 
144 
??…
?
…??????? ?。
?
?
855 
491 
221 
247 
315 
?????
???
?
569 
188 
75 
?
?
????
?
??
? ? ?
， ? ，
??
?
，?
??
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
??
???
?
??
?
???
?
?
?
?
???? ?????? ??H. stont. nigrum (0) x Suscept. (4) 
H. stont. nigrum (0) x 11 
Eng1edow India (0) x 
Engledow India (0) x 
Eng1edow India (0) x 
Gopa1 (0) x 
Gopa1 (0) x 
Gopa1 (0) x 
H. stont. 6586 (0) x 
H. stont. 6586 (0) x 
J.20 (0) x 
J.20 (0) x 
J.20 (0) x 
Russian No.曲 (0)x 
Russian No. 68 (0) x 
Black Russian (0-1) x 
B1ack Russian (0-1) x 
Russian No.81 (0-1) x 
Russian No.81 (1) x 
Algerian (0-1) x 
A1gerian (1) x 
AIgerian (0) x 
At1as 46 (0) x 
Atlas 46 (0) x 
Atlas 46 (0) x 
Weihen. I (0) x 
Weihen. I (0) x 
Weihen. I (0) x 
， ，
，?
?
??
?
，
，
?
，?
?
?
?， ， ?
， ，
，?
??
??
，?
，
，?
?
?
?
，
， ， ?
?
?
?，?
， ，
，?
??
?
??
11 
11 
11 
11 
?
?，?
本 R=O-O-I，M=I-3， S=3-4-4 
紳Seedlingsgrown under low temperature 
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in table 4. ln the table， tofacilitate classifying susceptible as contrasted with 
resistant plants， mildew reading 0 and 0-1 were incorporated into the resistant 
class (R)， and mildew reading 1， 2 and 3 into the medium class (M)， and mildew 
reading 3 and 4 into the susceptible class (S). Resistant variety crossed with some 
susceptible varieties al gave similar results. ln table 4， therefore， are gathered 
the data from crosses with the回 meresistant variety， without regard to the sus・
ceptible varieties used. For example， H. spont. nigrum x susceptible variety re・
presents the sum of H. spont. nigrum x H. argiocrithon (274 plants)， H. spont. nigrum 
x Muyoji (572 plants) and H. spont. nigrum x Nitahadaka (300 plants). 
As shown in table 4， H.ゅnt.nigrum， H. spont. 6586 and Russian No. 68 each 
di百eredfrom the susceptible in one gene for resistance to races 1 and lX， and 
the resistance of Engledow India， Gopal and]. 20 to race 1 was not ・alwayscon-
ditioned by only one gene. This was so because， when the F 2plants of the crosses 
with these three varieties were grown under g∞d conditions (in glassr∞m where 
the temperatures were from 5 to 250C)， resistant vs. susceptible plants to race 
1 was in agreement with 3: 1 ratio， but when the same F 2 plants were grown 
under low temperatures that often reached below freezing-point， the number of 
susceptible plants to race 1 was far les than the expected on the basis of the 3: 1 
ratio (crosses marked by double asterisks in table 4). lt seems that in these crosses 
some modifiers are involved， which affect the resistance of Engledow lndia， 
Gopal and ].20 to race 1 under such inadequate environmental condition~. ln the 
crosses of Black Russian and Russian No. 81 with susceptible varieties， bifactorial 
segregations occurred for resistance to race 1， but for resistance to race IX it was 
monofactorial. ln the F 2of crosses with three resistant varieties， Algerian， Atlas 
46 and Weihenstephaner 1， tri-， bi-， and monofactorial segregations of resistance 
occurred according to the in∞ulated races 1， lV (or V) and lX， respectively. 
It was confirmed from the above results that those varieties classified into a 
same group did not always show same genic constitution for resistance to powdery 
mildew， and that the number of effective genes in a variety for resistance to mil・
dew may vary according to the inoculated races. It was mentioned that each of the 
eleven varieties belonging to group 1 was different from the susceptible varieties 
used in one m吋orgene for resistance to race IX. The question naturally arises as 
to whether the genes for resistance to r注目lXin the eleven varieties were same. 
ln order to determine this， these varieties were crossed by themselves， and the 
F2 plants of the crosses were inoculated with race lX. These results are given 
in table 5. 
ln the crosses of Algerian， Black Russian， Engledow lndia， Gopal， H. spont. 
6586 and Russian No. 68 with H. spont. n留rum，no susceptible plant was obtained. 
Algerian is as highly resistant as H. spont. nigrum to race lX. But， Algerian was 
slightly but invariably susceptible to race V giving reaction type“0-1ヘandthis 
characteristic was more remarkable on the Fl hybrid of Algerian x susceptible 
variety by giving reaction type“ト2". While， H. spont. nigrum is highly resistant 
to al eleven races including races lX and V. lt was confirmed by the re-inocu-
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Table 5. Classification of parents and F 2 plants of crosses according 
to the reaction typeS to inoculation with race IX. 
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Ratio 
(R+M):S 
Observed numbers in Fz 
R・M・S*T玩訂 P value 
11 
.5-.3 
.7-.5 
.8-.7 
15:1 
15:1 
15:1 
????
??
???
???
?
??????
????
?????
???
?
。?
??
??
?
?
?
?
?。
?
??? ?。??
? ? ， ?
?
???
?
??
? 。
??
?
? ?
???
?
????
??
? ，
?
?
H.st開 t.IlIgrum (0) x AIgerian (0) 
11 x Black Rwsian (0-1) 
x Engledow India (0) 
xGo戸1 (め
x H.ゆ側t.6586 (0) 
x Russian No.曲(め
x Russian No.81 (1) 
x Atlas 46 (0) 
11 X Weihenstephaner 1 (0) 
Engledow India (0) x J.20 (0) 
Algerian (0) x Black Rwsian (0-1) 
Atlas 46 (0) x Weihenstephaner I (0) 
* See table 4 
Cr個sand reaction type of the parents 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
lation method that the resI5tance of H.ゆont.nigrum to the eleven races was con-
ditioned by a single gene (table 6). Thus， agene in H.ゆont.nigrum acts highly 
Table 6. Relation between resistance of H. spont. nigrum to race 1 and to 
other races. (The same F 2 plants were inoculated with 
two races as indicated by re-inoculation method). 
Observed numbers in F 2 
P 
value 
X' based 
on 3: 1 
Race 
used 
Cross and 
reaction type of the parents Total s，‘ 恥f事R本
.9-.8 
.98-.95 
.7-.5 
.05-.02 
.7-.5 
.7-.5 
.5-.3 
.9-.8 
.5-.3 
0.043 
O.∞4 
0.232 
3.992 
0.434 
0.806 
0.056 
0.370 
0.695 
?
?
??
?。?
。?。?
。?。?
?
????
?
?
???
?。 ， ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
?
，?
?????????
? ? ???
??????
ョ 。 ，
?
? ， ? ，
?????????? ?
? ，
?????????
。 ? 。 ， ? 。
??
?
。?
， ? 。
???
?????
，?????
。 ，
?????
?
?
????? ??????????? ? ?
?
?????
???
?
???
???
? ?
? ?
?????
?
???
?
?
「
?
「??
「
?????
」「
? ?
「
? ?
「?
??
????
H.ゅom.nigrum (0) x Nepal (4) 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
O. ()(ゆH.s:戸刷.r!igr間 (0)x Muyoji(4) 
* See table 4 
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resistingly to ra:ces IX and V， while the gene in Algerian acts highly resistingly 
to race IX， but to race V only slight1y susceptible. The gene for resistance to 
race IX in Algerian， therefore， should be different from that of H. stont. TZIgrum， 
and since no susceptible plant was obtained in F 2 of the cross between the two 
varieties， the two genes are consider吋 tobe allelic with each other. Hereafter， 
the gene' for resistance to race IX in H.ゅont.nigrum wi1 be designated as JMl帥
and the one in Algerian as JMl~.. As F1 plants having JMん orJ一Ml~" are as 
highly resistant as the homozygous plant to race IX， resistance of H.ゆont.TZIgrum 
and Algerian to the race are dominant. 
As wi1 be mentioned later， itwas found that， even though the same variety 
was used， direct comparison of the genetic results with those of the other lands 
might lead us to faulty conc1usion. This is because we may be dealing with differ-
ent resistant gene or genes involved in the same variety unless the races inocu・
lated are known to be the same. In our previous papers (Hiura & Heta 1953， 
1954b; Hiura， Heta & Akabori 1956 a， b;Hiura & Heta 1956 a， b;1957 a， b)， as
symbol of gene for resistance to japanese races of bar1ey mildew， Ml was tenta-
tively used with subscription of figure indicating the order in which the gene was 
identified， while as symbol of gene for resistance to American race of bar1ey mil-
dew， Ml has been used with subscription of initial letter of the variety-name in 
whi~h the gene was first found (Briggs 1938). Hereafter， inorder to di町'erentiate
the gene for resistance to japanese race from that to foreign race， JMl wi1 be 
used as symbol of gene for resistance to japanese physiologic races of powdery 
mildew in barley. The JMl is subscribed by the initialletter of the name of var-
iety to indicate that the gene was first identified in that variety， and superscription 
indicates that the gene is allelic. 
Black Russian is a slight susceptible variety giving type“0-1"， and the F 1 of 
Black Russian x susceptible variety shows type“ト2"to race IX. As H. stont. 
nigTum and Algerian， and their F 1with susceptible varieties are highly resistant 
to race IX， gene in Black Russian should be different from JMl，， (H. spont. TZIgrum) 
and JMl~" (Alger匂n). As shown table 5， no susceptible plant was found in the F 2 
of Algerian x Black Russian， while the cross of H. spont. TZIgTum x Black Russian 
segregated out two susceptible plants. This is inconsistent with what the JMl." is 
al1elic to the JMlむ.The modified paral1e1 inoculation method is effective to make 
clear the interre1ationships among these three genes. In the F 2 plants of H. spont. 
nigTum x Black Russian， there were 951 high resistant (H. spont. mgrum type) to 
268 non-high resistant (Black Russian type + susceptible type). The 124 Fs lines 
taken at random from the 268 non-high resistant were inoculated with race IX. 
Table 7 shows that the 124 F 3 lines are al homozygous Black Russian type， 
indicating no cross-over has occurred between genes in H. spont. TZIgTum and Black 
Russian. The 268 non-high resistant are less than expected numbers based on the 
3:1 ratio (p=0.02-0.01). This is considered to be due to di伍cultyunder some 
conditions in differentiating a plant which has homozygous Black Russian gene 
from a plant having JMl." (H. spont. nigTum). So， some plants having homozygous 
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Table 7. Classification of Fs lines of the crosses according to reactions to 
inoculation with race IX. (The F 5 lines were taken at random 
out of plants which were non-high resistant， non-H. spont. 
nなrumtype or non-Algerian type， inthe F 2 named.) 
0凶ervednumbers of F 3 lines 
Resistant Segregating Susceptible Total Cross 
H.st開 t.nigrum x Black Russian 124 。 。 124 
A1gerian x Black Russian 136 。 。 136 
Black Russian gene may be classified into H. spont. nigrum type， but there may 
be litle chance that a plant having heterozygous Black Russian gene is classified 
into H. spont. nigrum type， because the heterozygous plant can distinguished clear-
ly from H. spont.時rumtype. Furthermore， itwas confirmed by progeny test 
that the two lines from the susceptible plants， which segregated out in the F2 of 
H. spont. nigrum x Black Russian， we問 notonly homozygous susceptible， but did 
not segregate out any high susceptible plant. Various reaction types from “0-1" 
to“2-3"， however， were found in the lines. These results lead us to conclusion 
that gene in Black Russian must be allelic to JMl，， and some modifiers which 
give inftuence to resistance may be involved in Black Russian. Same result was 
obtained in the cross of Algerian x Black Russian (table 7). The gene in Black 
Russian for resistance to race IX isdesignated asJMl!:. A plant having jMl!: is 
resistant to race IX giving reaction type“0-1" and the heterozygous becomes a 
slight susceptible giving reaction type“1-2"， indicating resistance of Black Rus-
sian to race IX to be incompletely dominant. Any di町erencecould not be found 
among Engledow India， Gopal， H. spont. 6586， Russian No. 68， .J20 and H. spont 
nigrum in the m吋orgene for re~istance to race IX. It is considered that， sofar 
as experimental results show， these six varieties may have the same gene for 
resistance to race IX. 
In the crosses between H. spont. nigrum and the three varieties， Russian No.81， 
Atlas 46 and Weihenstephaner 1， susceptible plants were obtained according to 
expectations based on bifactorial segregation， indicating that the genes in the three 
varieties di釘erfrom JMl". and its allelic genes， JMl~" and JMl~:. Russian No. 81 
should be di町erentfrom Atlas 46 and Weihenstephaner 1 in major gene for resis-
tance to race IX， because Russian No. 81 shows reaction type“0-1" to race IX， 
while Atlas 46 and Weihenstephaner 1 are quit~ highly resistant to the race. The 
gene in Russian No. 81 for resistance to race IX will be designated as JMlr81 • A 
plant having JMlr81 is resistant to race IX giving reaction type“0ー1"or “1"，and 
the heterozygous becomes slightly susceptible giving reaction type“2" showing 
resistance of Russian No. 81 to race IX to be incompletely dominant. No suscep-
tible plant was found in the cross of Atlas 46 with Weihenstephaner 1， and the 
two varieties could not be distinguished as to their reaction to races tested. . Atlas 
46 and Weihenstephaner 1， therefore， may have the same gene for resistance to 
race IX. As will be mentioned later on， ithas been found that the genes in the 
two varieties were the same as the one in Goldfoil. This gene wi1l be called JMlg. 
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Finally， it was emphasized that various di百erentgenes were involved within 
the group of same varietal type， and that， even within a variety， the number of 
e百ectivegenes for resistance to mildew may vary with the race of mildew inocu・
lated. 
2. GENES FOR RESIST ANCE TO MILDEW IN THE V ARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 2 
In this test the six varieties belonging to group 2 were crossed between them-
selves and with other susceptible varieties. The F2 plants obtained from these 
crosses were inoculated with race 1. Data are given in table 8. 
Table 8. Classification of parents， F1 and F 2 plants of crosses according 
to reaction types to inoculation with race 1， and 
recombination value calculated thereform. 
Cross and Reac- Observed numbers Ratio P Recom-hon of F 2plants (R + M) ，，~1 ，，~ bination 
reaction type of parents 。fF1 R・M・S・Total¥" }，"~J value ~;î~~'''.~ 
Arlington (1) x Muyoji (4) 2-3 19 2伺 75 303 3: 1 .95-.9 
H.E.S.I (1-2) x Muyoji (4) 2-3 。230 69 299 3: 1 .5-.3 
Kwan (1-2) x Muyoji (4) 2 9 353 135 497 3:1 .3-.2 
Marini (1-2) x To問問 (4) 。254 43 297 3:1 
Minn.鎖)-5 (1-2) x Yuhoshu (4) 2-3 296 1ω 406 3:1 .5-.3 
Nigrinudum (ト2)x Muyoji (4) 3 7 208 68 283 3: 1 .8-.7 
Kwan (1) x Arlington (1) 0-1 151 1055 o 1206 
Kwan (1) x H. E.S. 1 (1) 49 131 o 1180 
Kwan (1) x Minn.開-5 (1-2) 413 795 o 1208 
Kwan (1) x Nigrinudum (1-2) 748 1070 10 1828 15: 1 svmearly l 14.8士2.3
• R=O-O-I， M=I-3， S=3-4-4 
The six varieties， except Marini， di百eredfrom susceptible varieties in one 
m吋orgene for resistance to race 1. In the crosses of Kwan with three varieties 
- Arlington， H.E.S.l and Minn. 90-5 - no susceptible plant侃 cuηedand each 
of these four varieties showed similar reaction types to the 11 physiologic races. 
Therefore， Kwan， Arlington， H.E.S.l and Minn. 90-5 may have the common 
gene for resistance to race 1. 
In the cross of Kwan x Nigrinudum， susceptible plants were obtained， but 
the number was far less than would be expected on the basis of independent in-
heritance. This result shows that the gene in Kwan differs from gene in Nigri-
nudum， and the two genes must be located on the路 mechromosome. The re-
combination value between the two genes calculated from the F 2 data is 14.8士2.3
per cent.τbe genes in Kwan and Nigrinudum are designated asJMlk andJMl""， 
respectively. It was confirmed by the re-inoculation method that the resistance 
of Kwan and Nigrinudum to the 11 races was conditioned by a single gene， JMlk 
and JMl"， respectively， and that a plant having either of the genes was moderate-
ly resistant to the 1 races. As shown in table 8， resistance of Kwan to race 1 is
dominant and that of Nigrinudum is incompletely dominant. The interrelation-
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ships between JMl." (H. spont. nigrum) or JMl~" (Algerian) and JMl" and JMl"" are 
given in table 9. Susceptible plants are found in each F2 of the crosses listed 
Table 9. F 2 segregation of resistance to mildew from crosses with expected 
Cro~ and reactIon 
tyFofpa弓n?
'ー
H.st側t.nigrum (0) 
x 
Nigrinudum (ト2)
H.司tont.nigrum (0) 
× 
Kwan (2) 
AIgerian (0) 
ヲζ
Kwan (2) 
numbers based on independence and on linkage 
with indicated recombination val~e. 
lace Items Ob8erved number冒inF2' used R* ..M・8・Tptal. ， 
I Observed 854 2∞ 49 1103 
B剖edon 12:3: 1 827 207 69 Jl03 
Based on p=0.422… 827 227 49 1103 
IX Observed 687 212 2 卯 l
Based on 12:3: 1 676 169 56 叩 l
Based on T = O.伺4・…・・ 676 223 2 901 
IX Observed 874 301 2 17 
Based on 12:3: 1 883 21 73 17 
Based on p = O.ω2・ . 883 292 2 17 
.'長nable1f ~. 
P 
va1ue 
very smalJ 
.2-.1 
very smalJ 
.7-.5 
very smalJ 
.9-.8 
in the table， but obviously the observed numbers do not conform to those expected 
on the basis of independent segregation. The recombination values calculated 
from the F2 data are 42.2:f:2.9 per cent between JMl." andJMl""， 9.4:f: 3.3 per 
cent between JMんandJMl4， and 8.2士2.9per cent betweenJMl~" andJMh. The 
observed numbers satisfactorily agree with those expected on the basis of the 
cakulated recombination values. In table 9 are shown the results from the two 
races I and IX used. Here， the resistance of H. S.伊nt.nigrum， Kwan and Nigrinudum， 
to races I and IX was conditioned by the same gene， as evidenced by the identical 
results obtained from the inoculation of either of the two races. 
It is desirable that the recombination values calculated from the F 2 data be 
ascertained by F s test， however， inthe F 2 of K wan x Nigrinudum，JMlijml"" pheno・
type were not distinguishable from戸u，JMl""phenotype from any of the races 
inoculated (table 8). In the F2 of H.・司tont.nigrum x Nigrinudum， segregation of 
H. spont. nigrum type vs. non-H. spont. nigrum type侃 curred，but the observed 
number wa，s not satisfactorily in agreement with that bas巴don a 3: 1 ratio (P= 
O.ト0.05). This may have been due to the di侃cultyin differentiating between 
plants having JMl." andJMl""" under some conditions. Under these cases， F3 test 
is consid~red not very effective in ascertaining linkage relations. 
In the F2 of H. spont. nigrum x Kwan， there were 687 resistant (H. spont. nigrum 
type， R) to 214 non-resistant (Kwan type， M+susceptible type， S)， which was 
in agreement with the 3:1 ratio expected for monofactorial s.egregation (P=O.9-
0.8). One hundred and twenty F s lines were taken at random out of the 214 
F2 plants，which were non-H. sPflnt. nigrum type， and the Fslines were inoculated 
U・li.
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with race IX to secure the ratio of homozygous resistant and segregating lines. 
These results are given in table 10. As shown in the table， the expected numbers 
Table 10. Distribution of F 3 lines of crosses into resistant， segregating， 
and susceptible classes. (The Fs lines were inoculated with 
race IX by simplified parallel inoculation method) 
Ob館rvednumbers of F 3 1ines P 
Cross Items Resi-， SgeagtErneg -Suscep- Tota1 va1ue tant Ilatinl tib1e 
H. stont. nigrum Observed …・・ 1∞ 18 2 120・
× ‘， 
Kwan 8ased on 1 :2:1… 30 60 30 120 very small 
8ased on p = 0.083・H ・H ・- 101 18 120 .7-.5 
A1gerian Observed ….. 132 25 158 
× 
Kwan 8ased on 1 :2:1…- 39.5 79 39.5 158 very small 
8ased on p = O.ω7・H・H ・- 132 25 158 
based on independent segregation deviate markedly from .these observed. The 
recombination value between JMl." (H. stont. nigrum) and JMl" (Kwan) cakulated 
from the F 3data is 8.3:!: 1.9 per cent， and the numbers expected on the basis of 
this value satisfactorily agree with those obtained. In the same way， arecombi-
nation value of 8.7 :! 1.7 per cent is indicated by the F 3 data between JMl~" (Alge-
rian) and JMら (Kwan)(table 10). The approximation of combined weighted 
values of the recombination values calculated from the F 2 and F s data are 'given 
in table 1. That the very approximate recombination values were obtained from 
Table 11. Approximation of combined weighted values of recombination values. 
Cross Recombination va1ue from F 2 data from F 3 data weighted 
H. stont. nigrum (JMI.，) x Kwan (JMI，) 0.094士0.033 O.佃3士0.019 O.ω6士0.017
A1gerian (JMI~心 x K wan (jMI，) O. 082士0.029 O.佃7士0.017 O.佃6土0.015
the two crosses， H. stont. nigrum x Kwan and Algerian x Kwan， are considered 
to support that JM，ん (H.stont. nigrum) is allelic to JMl~" (Algerian). 
As the recombination values betweenJMl." andJMl"， andJMlk andJMl"，. are 
not ascertained by Fs test， there may be some error in the p-values calculated 
from the F 2data. But， the three recombination values， 8.6士1.7per cent between 
JMl." and JMl"， 42.2士2.9per cent betweenJMl." andJMl即時 and 14.8士2.3per 
cent between JMlk and JMl，." suggest the order of arrangement of these three 
genes to be JMんーJMlk- J Ml"". 
3. VARIETIES 8ELONGING TO GROUP 3 
The varieties contained in group 3 were al susceptible to the 1 i'aces of 
mildew. 
(Bd. 11， Ht. 3 
4. GENES FOR RESISTANCE TO MILDEW IN THE V ARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 4 
Table 12 shows the results of inoculation with race 1 to the F 1 and F 2 plants 
of the crosses with varieties belonging to group 4. In the F2 of Coast x Muyoji 
and Manmuth x Muy吋i，bifactorial segregation occurred for resistance to race 
1 indicating each of these two varieties to have at least two genes for resistance 
to race 1. 
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Table 12. Classification of parents， F1 and F 2 plants of crosses according 
to reaction types to inoculation with race 1. 
P 
value 
Ratio 
(R+M) 
:S 
?????
? ?
?
?
? ?
???
?
?。
• ?
????
?? ? ?
??
Cross 
and 
reaction type of parents Total 
Coast (0) x Muyoji (4) 
Manmuth (0) x Muyoji (4) 
Ru田i佃 No.74 (0) x Muyoji (4) 
Xleinwanzleben (0) x Muyoji (4) 
Russian No. 74 (0) x Kleinwanz. (0) 
.5-，3 
.9-.8 
.98-.95 
.5-.3 
15:1 
15:1 
3:1 
3: 1 
303 
895 
982 
311 
1220 
15 
55 
246 
72 
0 
47 
141 
18 
IO 
0 
241 
699 
718 
229 
1220 
??????
In the crosses ofRussian No. 74 and Kleinwanzleben with Muyoji， the F2 segre-
;gation of resistance was found to be monofactorial， and no susceptible plant was 
{}btained in the F 2 of Russian No. 74 x Kleinwanzleben. These results indi-
oCate that the two varieties， Russian No. 74 and Kleinwanzleben may have in 
oCommon the same gene for resistance to race 1， and the resistance is dominant. 
lt was confirmed by the re・inoculationmethod that the resistance of Russian No. 
74 to 10 races was conditioned by a single gene， showing the gene in Russian 
No. 74 to be a new one. This new gene is designated asJMlr74・ Aplant having 
JMl哨 andits heterozygous plant are susceptible to race IX， but to the rest of 10 
races they are highly resistant. Table 13 shows that JMlr74 is independent of JMl.". 
* R=O-O-l， M=I-3， S=3-4-4 
Table 13. Independent inheritance of JMl哨 (RussianNo. 74) 
with JMl." (H. spont. nigrum). 
P 
value 
Ratio 
(R+M) 
:S 
Observed numbers of F 2 plants Race 
used 
Cross and reaction type of parents 
Total S* M* R* 
.7ヘ515: 1 868 51 5 812 H.φont. nigr削 xRussian No.74 I 
5. GENES FOR RESISTANCE TO MILDEW IN THE V ARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 5 
Table 14 shows the results of the inoculation with race 1 to the F 1 and F 2 
:plants of the crosses with varieties belonging to group 4. In the crosses with 
Bolongnes and Brome bifactorial segregation was observed indicating each of the 
two varieties to have at least two genes for resistance to race 1. In the crosses 
with Vankhuri and Victorie， the F1 showed moderate susceptibility or suscepti-
bility， and it was not easy to distinguish between medium and susceptible on in-
* See table 12 
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Table 14. Classification of parents， F1 and F 2 plants of crosses according 
to reaction types to inoculation with race I. 
Cr剖 S Reac- Observed numbers of F2 plants Ratio P 
and tion (R+M)value 
reaction type of parents of F1 R* M・ S‘ Total :S 
Bolognes (1・2) x Tons胴 (4) 。 239 55 お4 13:3 >.98 
Brome (1) x Muyoji (4) 12 272 16 3∞ 15:1 .7-.5 
Vankhuri (1-2) x Yahazu (4) 3-4 。 27 83 110 1 :3 .95-.9 
Victorie (2) x Muyoji (4) 3・4 。 124 70 194 3 : 1 very small 
A. 222 (Almora) (1) x Muyoji (4) 685 102 274 l凶l 3:1 .7-.5 
ZZ 1st. (1) x Tonsum (4) 。 230 69 299 3: 1 .5-.3 
A. 222 (Almora) (1) x ZZ 1st. (ふりかl 962 228 26 1216 15: 1 very small 
. R=O-O-I， M=I-3， S=3-4-4 
dividual plants. 
In the F2 of A.222 (Almora) x Muyoji， there were 787 resistant (R+M) to 
274 susceptible plants (S)， which is in agreement with the 3:1 ratio indieating 
A.222 differing from susceptible variety in m吋orgene for resistance to race 1. 
It was confirmed by the re-inoculation method that the resistance of A.222 to the 
10 races， except race IX， was conditioned by a single gene， and that， asit will be 
mentioned in the section about group 11， gene in A.222 is allelic to JMl.n (H. 
φont. nigrum). From this， the gene in A.222 (Almora) is designated as JMl~!. A 
plant having JMl~! and its heterozygous plant are susceptible to race IX but to 
the rest of 10 races they mutually gi ve reaction type“0ー1"，and the resistance is 
dominant. These reactions indicate thatJMl~! di町ersfrom any other genes found 
previously. In the cross of ZZ 1st. x To町um，monofactorial segregation occuηed， 
and susceptible plants were obtained in the cross of A.222 x ZZ 1st. These results 
indicate that the gene in ZZ 1st. di町ersfrom JMl~~ (A.222). No attempt， how-
ever， has been made to find out the interrelationship between the gene in ZZ 1st. 
and other genes exceptJMl~!. 
6. GENES FOR RESISTANCE TO MILDEW IN THE VARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 6 
Table 15 shows the results of the inoculation with race IX to the F 1 and F 2 
plants of the crosses with varieties belonging to group 6. In the cross of Duplex 
x Nepal， there was trifactorial segregation， indicating Duplex to have at least 
3 genes for resistance to race IX. 
Table 15. Classification of parents， F1 and F 2 plants of crosses according 
to reaction types to inoculation with race I. 
Cro田 Reac- Observed numbers of Fz plants Ratio P 
and tlOn (R +~) value reaction type of parents ofFI R* M・S* Total :S 
Duplex (0) x Nepal (4) 1・2 210 86 4 3∞ 63:1 .8-.7 
. Hanna (0-1) x Nepal (4) 139 93 72 304 3:1 .7-.5 
. R=O-O・1，M=I-3， S=3-4-4 
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In the crωs of Hanna x Nepal， the F 1 became les resistant than Hanna， and 
in the F2 there were 232 resistant (R+M) to 72 susceptible (S)， which was in 
agreement with the 3: 1 ratio indicating Hanna di百eringfrom susceptible in one 
m吋orgene for resistance to race IX， and the resistance is incompletely dominant. 
As Hanna is resistant to only race IX and susceptible to al the rest of 10 races， 
the gene in Hanna for resistance to race IX must be a new one， soit is designated 
asJMlh・Tables16 and 17 show that the JMlh isindependent of JMl，" (H. spont. 
Table 16. Independent inheritance of JMlh (Hanna) with 
JMl，" (H. stont. nigrum) and JMllc (Kwan). 
Cross Race Observed numbers of F 2plants Ratio P and (R+M) 
reaction type of parents used Rホ M* S* Total ，. :'S..， value 
H. stont. nigrum (0) x Hanna (0-1) IX 697 15 44 896 15:1 .1-.05 
Kwan (2) x Hanna (0-1) 区 408 205 45 658 15:1 .7-.5 
* See table 15 
Table 17. Independent inheritance of JMlh (Hanna) with JMl哨 (RussianNo. 74) 
and with JMl:! (A. 222). (The F 2 of the crosses were in侃 ulated
with races 1 and IX by modified re-inoculation method). 
Oboerved numbers of F Jplanω P 
Cro回 Res. 1 a，伺.1 SUI. 1 Sus. 1 Ratio value Res. IX Sus. IX Res. IX Sus. IX Total 
Russian No. 74 x Hanna 356 98 13 40 607 9:3:3: 1 .!}-.3 
A. 222 (Almora) x Hanna 329 96 101 35 561 9:3:3:1 .7-.5 
nigrum)， JMl. (Kwan)， JMl'74 (Russian No. 74) and JMl:! (A.222). As mentioned 
above， Hanna is resistant to only race IX， while Russian No. 74 and A.222 (Al・
mora) are susceptible to race IX. Thus， there is no race to which the three var-
ieties are resistant in common. Therefore， the crosses of Russian No. 74 x Hanna 
and A.222 x Hanna were inoculated with races 1 and IX by the modified re・
inoculation method (table 17). 
7. GENES FOR RESISTANCE TO MILDEW IN THE V ARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 7 
Table 18 shows the results of the inoculation with race 1 to the parents， F 1
and F 2plants of the crosses between varieties belonging to group 7 and susceptible 
varieties. The varieties belonging to group 7 gave reaction type“1" to the race 
1 under good conditions for inoculation， but they often showed high resistance to 
the race under some environmental conditions， such as low temperature， 10-0oC. 
The F 1 plants of the crosses listed in table 18 become les resis胞ntthan their 
resistant parents， and in some crosses it was not easy individually to distinguish 
heterozygous from susceptible plants when the records were taken in 7 to 10 days 
a合erinoculation. The heterozygous plants， however， can be distinguished from 
susceptible ones， because brown necrosis will develop around the pustules in two 
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weeks or more after inoculation. Thus， some di伍cultieswere generally encoun-
tered in classifying F2 plants of the crωses with the varieties of group 7 as sus-
ceptible or resistant， but satisfactory results were generally obtained by controll・
ing the temperature of greenhouse to about 10-250C， and by taking notes twice， 
at 7 and 14 days after inoculation， 
In al the crosses listed in table 18， with one exception， monofactorial segre・
Table 18. Classification of parents， F 1 and F 2 plants of crosses with varieties 
of group 7 according to reaction types to inoculation with race 1. 
Cross 
and 
reaction type of parents R'" M'" 
Ob舵 rvednunibers of F 2 plant8 
5・Total
Ratio 
(R+M) 
:8 
P ????
?
? ??
Aizu No.2 (1) 
Aizu No.4 (1) 
x Yuhoshu (4) 3 
x Muyoji (4) 2 
31 182 
o 223 
Aizu No.5 (1) x Muyoji (4) 2 0 216 
Aizu No.6 (1) x Muyoji (4) 2 0 210 
Hokusei winter (1) x Yahazu (4) 2 23 193 
Colsess (1) x Muyoji (4) 2 15 215 
Date No.2 (0-1) x 8hiroto (4) 1-2 10 233 
H.φont. 5060 (1) x Muyoji (4) 2-3 2 239 
Hoso・mugiC (1) x Muyoji (4) 2 105 421 
Hoso-mugi No.3 (1) x Yuhoshu (4) 3-4 0 256 
Hosogara No.l (1) x 8hiroto (4) 2 1 234 
Iwate Men8ury C (1) x Muyoji (4) 1-2 0 228 
Kachidoki (1) x 8hiroto (4) 2 1 249 
Kenkichi No. 1 (1) x Tonsum (4) - 32 191 
Kenkichi No. 3 (1) x Nepal (4) ト2 148 160 
Mukade・mugi(1) x 8hiroto (4) 2 0 227 
Murωaki・hadaka(l)x Yuhoshu (4) 2-3 30ω9 
Nakaizumi-zairai (1) x 
Black Feng T'ien (4) 1-2 168 59 
Nihon拍n(1-2) x 8かmugi(4) ー 22 192 
O-mugi No. 2 (1) x Tonsum (4) - 31 2∞ 
Ru皿ianNo. 12 (1) x Muyoji (4) 2 1 216 
Sangatsu (1) x Yuhoshu (4) 3 0 224 
Wa田・h国 ogara(1) x Yuh倒hu(4) 3-4 24 294 
value 
??????????
???
?
?
? ??
?????? ? ???
， ， ，
???????
?
??? ??? ???
?
?
????
???
?
?
? ，
?
?
?????
?
『 ， ， ， 『 ， ， 『 ， ? ， 『 ， 『
? ?
， ? ， ?
???
? ，
ー
73 3∞ 11 .8-.7 
82 296 11 .3-.2 
69 3ωp ふ .3
83 3∞ 11 .3-.2 
73 297 11 .9-.8 
105 423 11 .95-.9 
'" R=O-O-I， M=I-3， 8=3-4-4 
gation took place for resistance to race 1， indicating that the 22 varieties of group 
7 differed from susceptible variety in one m吋orgene for resistance to race I. In 
the above exception mentioned， where the cross was between Kenkichi No. 3 and 
Nepal， the F 2segregation of resistance to race 1 was in agreement with a bifacto-
rial ratio， indicating that Kenkich had at least two genes for resistance to race I. 
Table 19 shows interrelationships among genes for resistance to race 1 in the 
varieties which were taken at random out of varieties of group 7. As shown 
in the table， 10 varieties， Date No. 2， Hosogara No. 1， Hosomugi C， Iwate 
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Table 19. Interrelationship among genes for resistance to race 
1 in varieties belonged to group 7. 
Cross Observed numbers Ratio P 
and 。fFJ planta (R+M) value 
rel.ction type of parents R・M・S. Tota1 :S 
軍属h回mbe 
zairai (1) x Date No. 2 (0-1) 602 。。602 
1/ x Hosogara No. 1 (1) 582 29 。61 
11 x Hosomugi C (1) 590 。。590 
11 x 1 wate Mensury C (1) 355 576 。931 
1/ x Kachidoki (1) 576 22 。598 
11 x Mukade-mugi (1) 607 。。607 
1/ x Nihonsan (1-2) 343 258 。601 
1/ x Sangatsu (1) 589 7 。596 
Hosomugi C (1) x Hokusei winter (1) 522 。。522 
11 x H. s. 5060 (1) 480 104 。584 
11 x Iwate Mensury C (1) 603 。。603 
(Bd. 11， Ht. 3 
Recom-
bination 
value % 
11 x Co1sess (1) 1057 182 17 1256 15: 1 very small 23.3士2.8
1/ x Russian No. 12 (1) 736 70 8 814 15: 1 very small 19.8士3.5
Colsess (1) x Russian No. 12(1) o 1266 o 1266 
*R=O-O-I， M=I-~， S=3-4-4 
Mensury C， Kachidoki， Mukade-mugi， Nihonsan， Sangatsu， Hokusei winter and 
H. spont. 5060， may have the same gene for resistance to race 1 as that of Naka・
izumi-zairai， because no susceptible plants was obtained in the crosses among these 
11 varieties. It was confirmed by the re-inoculation method that the resistance of 
Nakaizumi・zairaito races 1， 1， 11， IV， VI， VII， Xand XI was conditioned by a 
single gene. Its resistance was incompletely dominant， and a plant having this 
gene was susceptible to races V and VIII， and moderately susceptible to race IX 
indicating this gene to be a new one. This gene in Nakaizumi・zairaifor resistance 
to race I was designated as JMln•• 
In the crosses of Hosomugi C with Russian No. 12 and with Colsess， suscep-
tible plants were found， but the number of susceptible progenies was far less than 
would be expected on the basis of independent inheritance. These results indicate 
that genes in Russian No.12 and in Colsess differ from gene in Hosomugi C， 
and that they are located on the same chromosome. The recombination values of 
19.8:!: 3.5 per cent between genes in Hosomugi C and Russian No.12， and 23.3 
士2.8per cent between genes in Hosomugi C and Colsess were calculated from 
the F 2 data. As no susceptible plant was obtained in the cross of Colsess x Rus-
sian No.12， genes in both varieties may be the same. The gene in Russian No. 
12 for resistance to race I was designated as JMlr12・Theresistance of a plant hav-
ing JMlr12 to race I isincompletely dominant. It was confirmed that the reactions 
of a plant having JMlr12 to 1 races， except race IX， were almost the same as 
that of a plant having JMlna• What litle di能 rencebetween JMlna and JMlr12 is 
found only in the reaction to race IX. That is， aplant having the former gene 
is moderately resistant to race IX but that having the latter gene is highly sus・
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ceptible. 
The interrelationship between two genes， JMln• (Nakaizumi-zairai) and JMl'12 
(Russian No.12) and genes identified previously are given in tables 20 and 21. 
Table 20. Interrelationships between genes identified previously and genes in 
Nakaizumi-zairai and in Russian No. 12. (The F 2 seedlings 
of the crosses named were inoculated with race 1.) 
Crc描S Observed numbers of F z plants Ratio P Recom-
and (R+M) bination 
reaction type of parents R* M* S* Total ¥n ~s'" value yalue '14 
Nakaizumi-
zairai (1) x H.s. nigrum (0) 364 114 479 15: 1 very small 9.1士4.6
11 x Nigrinudum (1-2) 116 467 5 588 15: 1 very small 18.4:1:4. 1 
11 x Kwan (ト2) 2816 1021 。3837 
Russian 
No. 12 (1) x Kwan (ト2) 。 331 1 342 15:1 .05-.02 35.9士5.3
11 x A. 222 (0-1) 858 268 62 1188 15:1 .2-.1 45.7 :1:2.8 
11 x Russian No.74 (0) 907 I~渇 80 1185 15:1 .5-.3 
* See table 19 
Table 21. Gene interrelationship between Russian No. 12 and Hanna. 
(The F2 seedlings of the cross were inoculated with 
races 1 and IX by modified re-inoculation method.) 
Cross 
Obterved numbers of Fz豆型竺
Res. 1 R凹. 1 Sus. 1 Sus. 1 Total Res. IX Sus. IX R四.IX Sus. IX 
Ratio 
P 
value 
Russian No. 12 x Hanna 343 17 103 37 6∞ 9:3:3:1 .8-.7 
In the crosses of Nakaizumi・zairaiwith H. spont. nigrum and with Nigrinudum， 
susceptible plants were obtained， but their numbers were far less than expeded 
on the basis of independent inheritance， indicating that the three genes are loc-
ated on the回mechromosome. The recombination values between JMl". and 
JMlon， and JMl... and JMl"" calculated from F 2data are 9.1 :!: 4.6 and 18.4土4.1
per cent， respectively. In the F 2 of Nakaizumi-zairai x Kwan， no susceptible plant 
was obtained， but JMln• is not allelic to JMlk・Datafrom the crosses necessary to 
establish the above relation are given in table 22. Nakaizumi-zairai is suscep-
Table 22. Linkage relation of JMltu (Nakaizumi・zairai)with JMlk (Kwan). 
Cross 
(The F 3 lines were taken from F 2 plantsもysimplified parallel 
inoculation method with race V， and followed by race 1.) 
Observed numbers of F 3lines P 
ltems value Resistant Segregating Susceptible Total 
Nakaizumi-zairai Observed ・・・・…・・・…・・202 。 203 
× 
Kwan Based on 1 :2: 1 ・u ・・ 50. 75 101.5 50. 75 203 very small 
Based on p = O.∞2・・202 。 203 
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tible but Kwan is resistant to race V. SO， inthe cross of Nakaizumi-zairai x 
Kwan， Fs test was made by the simplified parallel inoculation method. As shown 
in table 22， there were 202 resistant to 1 heterozygous lines， indicating that 
crossing over occurred between JMl，. and JMllc with a recombination value of 0.2 
士0.2per cent. The numbers expected on the basis of this value satisfactorily 
agree with those obtained. In table 20， crosses of Russian No.12 with Kwan and 
with A.222 segregated out susceptible plants， and the probability values from 
the chi square for goodness of fit to the 15: 1 ratio indicate that JMlr12 seems to be 
independent of JMllc andJMl~!. But it has been found that JMん(Nakaizumi -zairai) 
is linked withJMlr12 (Russian No.12)， JMん(Kwan)，JMん (H.spont. nigrum) and 
JMI~! (A.222). Therefore， JMlr12 must be linked with JMlk and JMl託.The re-
combination values calculated from F 2data are 35.9::!: 5.9 per cent between JMlr12 
andJMl.， and 45.7 :! 2.8 per cent between JMlr12 andJMl~!. In the crosses of 
Russian No.12 x Russian No. 74， and Russian No.12 x Hanna， bifactorial segre-
gations were noted， indicating JMlr12， JMlr74. and JMlh to be independent of 
one another. As Hanna is resistant only to race IX， and Russian No.12 being 
susceptible to that race， the F 2of the cross between Russian No.12 and Hanna 
were inoculated with races 1 and IX by the modified re-inoculation method (table 
21). 
Nearly al varieties belonging to group 7， except Colsess， H.spont. 5060 and 
Russian No.12， are cultivated in the northern parts of Japan as resistant barley 
to the snow mold. Only Colsess， H.spont. 5060 and Russian No. 12 are known as 
foreign varieties. From this， it is very of interest to see that the snow mold re・
sistant varieties listed in table 19 have JMl，. in common， and it ma y be expected 
that the rest of snow mold resistant varieties listed in table 18 may have the same 
gene. It is also interesting that a wild variety， H.ゆont.5060 has the same gene 
asJMl，. 
8. GENES FOR RESIST ANCE TO MILDEW IN THE V ARIETIES BELONGING TO 
G ROUPS 8 AND 9 
As shown in tables 23 and 24， the varieties belonging to groups 8 and 9 may 
ha ve two or more genes for resistance to race 1. In the crosses of Blackhull x 
Yuhoshu (table 23) and Ackermann's Jsaria x Nepal (回ble24) monofactorial 
Table 23. Classification of parents， F1 and F 2 plants of crosses with varieties of 
group 8 according to reaction types to inoculation with races 1 and V. 
Cr田 S Race Reac- Observed numbers Ratio P 
and seG ，taon 。fFz plants (R+:S M} value Reaction type of parents usea of F1 R・M・S. Total 
胸P
Blackhull (1) x Yuhoshu (4) I 2 68 373 77 518 13:3 .05-.02 
Blackhull (2-3) x Yuhoshu (4) V 。2 83 105 1 :3 .5-.3 
Peruvian (1) x Muyoji (4) I 1-2 4 51 24 539 15:1 .1・一.05
Peruvian (2) x Muyoji (4) V 。129 10 139 15:1 .7-.5 
• R=O-O-I， M=I-3， S=3-4-4 
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Table 24. Classification of parents， F 1and F 2plants of crosses wi th 
varieties of group 9 according to reaction types 
to inoculation with races 1 and IX. 
Cross Race Reac- Observed numbers Ratio 
and usea .uon R・oMfF・2 planta (R+M) 
Reaction type of parents 。fF1 S. Total :S 
Abyssinia (0-1) x Yuhoshu (4) I 67 262 7 336 63: I 
Abyssinia (ト2) x Yuhoshu (4) v 。248 18 266 15: I 
Acker早ann'sJ岨 ria(O-I)x Nepal (4) I 2 68 210 24 302 15:1 
Ackermann'sJsaria(2-3)x Nepal (4) v 。77 23 I∞ 3:1 
Arequipa (0-1) x Muyoji (4) I 86 274 7 367 63:1 
Arequipa (1-2) x Muyoji (4) v 4 221 13 238 15: I 
* R=O-ルI，Mム1-3九=3.二ね -'.s 「ア
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P 
value 
.5-.3 
.ft-.7 
.3-.2 
.7-.5 
.7-.5 
.7-.5 
segregation seemed to have occurred for resistance to race V. But in each of the 
crosses it was not田町todistinguish medium from susceptible plants. Obviously， 
gene for resistance were not determined from such an uncertain data. 
9. GENES FOR RESISTANCE TO MILDEW IN THE VARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 10 
The F 2segregation of resistance and susceptibility to races 1， Vor 1X in the 
crosses between varieties belonging to group 10 and susceptible variety are given 
in table 25. 1n some crosses bifactorial segregations occurred for resistance to 
race 1， but in many cases clear-cut segregation of the resistance and susceptibility 
to races 1 and V were not observed， indicating those crosses may have involved 
Table 25. Classification of parents， F1 and F 2 plants of crosses with 
varieties of group 10 according to reaction type 
to inoculation with races 1 and IX. 
Cross Race Reac-Observed numbers Ratio P 
and hon 。fFJplants (R+M) value reaction type of parents used ofF; R・M・S. Total :S 
Aizu・hadakaNo.3 (0-1) x Natsu・daikon-
mugi (3-4) 151 lω 21 281 15:1 .5-.3 
Aizu・hadakaNo.3 (2) x Natsu-daikon-
mugi (3-4) 政 3 。72 28 l∞ 3: I .5-.3 
Psaknon (0-1) x E.Frederikson (4) 1 2 184 283 35 502 15:1 .7・.5
Psaknon (1) x E.Fr吋 erikson例区 1-2 。203 70 273 3: I .9-.8 
Chevalier winter (0-1) x Yuhoshu (4) I 2 323 66 46 435 15: I very small 
Chevalier winter ~-3) x Yuhoshu (4) v 3 。59 73 132 1: I .3-.2 
Hokudai No.4 (が1) x Yuhoshu (4) I 2 321 67 50 438 15:1 very small 
Hokudai No.4 (ト2) x Yuhoshu (4) V 2 。60 79 139 1:1 .2-.1 
Hokudai No. 9 (0) x Yuho宮hu(4) I 2 324 48 61 433 15: I very small 
Hokudai No.9 (1-2) x Yuhoshu (4) V 2 。85 55 140 1:1 .02-.01 
Sanjaku・honagaC (0) x Shiroto (4) I 。238 50 22 310 15:1 .7-.5 
Sanjaku・honagaC (0-1) x Shiroto (4) v 1-2 56 17 30 103 3:1 .5-.3 
Yuki・shirazu(0) x Muyoji (4) I 235 48 17 3∞15:1 .7-.5 
Yuki-shirazu (1) x Muyoji (4) v 1-2 10 245 47 302 13:3 .2-.1 
ホ R=O-O-I，M=I-3， S=3・4-4
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some modifiers which affect the resistance to the races. 
In the crosses of Aizu-hadaka No.3 x Natsu・daikon-mugi，Psaknon x Erhard 
Frederikson and San jaku-honaga C x Shir叫 0，monofatorial segregations for resis-
tance to races IX or V occurred， indicating that Aizu-hadaka No.3， Psaknon and 
San jaku-honaga C each differed from susceptible variety in one m吋orgene for 
resistance to races IX or V. Only Psaknon gene for resistance to race IX， however， 
was studied in detail. In all crosses listed in table 26， resistance to race IX was 
Table 26. Independent inheritance of gene in Psaknon with genes 
identified previously for resistance to race IX. 
Cr09s Race Observed numbers of F 2 plants Ratio P 
and used (R+M) value reaction type of parents R* M本 S噂 Total :S 
H.ゆont.nigrum (0) X Psaknon (1) 医 9∞ 188 70 1158 15: 1 .8-.7 
AIgerian (0) x 11 11 1360 343 101 1804 11 .3-.2 
Black Russian (0・1)X 11 /1 15 696 53 764 11 .5-.3 
Russian No. 81 (1) X 11 11 68 314 22 404 11 .7-.5 
Kwan (2) x 11 11 121 629 39 789 11 .2-.1 
Hanna (0・1) X 11 11 269 328 38 635 11 .8-.7 
See table 25 
bifactorial segregations indicating gene in Psaknon to be independent of any 
other genes， JMl， JMl~ßI JMl~~， JMl刷，JMl. or JMl"， which were identified pre-
viously as genes for resistance to race IX. These results show that the gene in 
Psaknon for resistance to race IX must be a new one， and it is designated as JMl p' 
A plant having JMlp is resistant to race IX giving reaction type“lヘandthe 
resistance is dominant. 
Schaller and Briggs (1955) have found that the gene in Psaknon (Mlp) is linked 
with the gene in Algerian (Ml，) for resistance to American race 3. If JMl~" and 
JMlp (Algerian and Psaknon genes for resistance to ]apanese race IX) are the 
same as Ml" and Ml p (Algerian and Psaknon genes for resistance to American race 
3)， respectively， JMl~" (Algerian) must be linked with JMlp (Psaknon). As Alge-
rian is highly resistant but Psaknon is moderately resistant giving reaction type 
“1" to race IX， sirnplified parallel inoculation method is effective. As shown in 
table 27 there were 28 resistant， 63 segregating and 26 susceptible lines， which 
is in good agreement with the expected 1: 2 : 1 ratio， indicating JMl p being in-
dependent of JMl~". 
Table 27. Independent inheritance of gene in Psaknon for resistance to race 
IX withJMl~" (Algerian). (The Fa lines were inoculated with 
race IX by simplified parallel inoculation method.) 
Cross 
AIgerian x Psaknon 
Race 
used 
政
Observed numbers of F 3 lines Ratio P 
Resistant Segregating Susceptible Total (R+M)…'一:S 山山、
28 63 26 117 1 :2:1 .8-.7 
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10. GENES FOR RESISTANCE TO MILDEW IN THE V ARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 1 
Table 28 shows the results of the inoculation with race 1 to parents， F1 and F 2 
plants of the crosses with varieties belonging to group 11. In all the crosses listed 
in table 28， monofactorial segregations occurred for resistance to race 1， indi-
Table 28. Classification of parents， F1 and F 2 plants of crosses with varieties of 
group 11 according to reaction types to inoculation with race 1. 
Cro担 Reac- Observed numbers Ratio P 
and tion of F! plants (R+M) value reaction type of parents ofF1 京・ M革 5・Total :S 
Arivat (0) x Tonsllm (4) 214 4 81 299 3: 1 .5-.3 
German summer (0) x Muyoji (4) 。 365 8 129 502 1 .8-.7 
German No. 58 (0) x Tonsum (4) 205 24 71 3∞ 1 .7-.5 
Hakata No. 2 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) 0-1 304 9 89 402 1 .2-.1 
Heil's Hanna (0) x Shiroto (4) 0-1 2叩 10 88 388 1 .3-.2 
H.E.S. 4 (0) x Muyoji (4) 0-1 448 。157 605 11 .7-.5 
Hokudai No. 1 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) 。 223 76 3∞ 11 .9-.8 
Hosogara No. 2 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) 。 230 。74 304 1 .8-.7 
J. 135K-36-964 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) 0-1 2佃 2 87 297 1 .1-.05 
Kinai No.42 (0) x Muyoji (4) 。 226 。74 3∞ 1 .9-.8 
Konosu No. 30 (0) x Muyoji (4) 0-1 313 。93 4伺 1 .5-.3 
Miyagi No. 123 (0) x Nepa1 (4) 。 219 81 301 1 .5-.3 
22-1 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) 0-1 215 。75 290 1 .8-.7 
35-1飢ゆ(0) x Yuhoshu (4) 。 219 。75 294 1 .9-.8 
Osomugi (0) x Tonsum (4) 120 98 82 3∞ 1 .5-.3 
Russian No. 4 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) 。 220 。72 292 11 .9-.8 
Russian No.59 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) 0-1 226 3 81 310 1 .7-.5 
Sultan (0) x Yuhoshu (4) 。 212 。82 294 11 .3-.2 
Sydney (0) x Tonsum (4) 205 15 80 3∞ 1 .7-.5 
Vaughn (0) x Muyoji (4) 。 202 7 81 2伺 1/ .3-.2 
* R=O-O-I， M=I-3， S=3-4-4 
cating that these 20 varieties belonging to group 11 di百erfrom susceptible var-
ieties in one m吋orgene for resistance to race 1， and their resistance to be domi-
nant. The question naturally arised as to whether the genes in those 20 varieties 
were the same for resistance to race 1. In order to determine this relationship， 
nine varieties were taken at random out of those 20 varieties， and they were cross-
ed by themselves， and F2 plants ofthe crosses were inoculated with race 1. These 
results are given in table 29. The combination of crosses listed in table 29 were 
chosen only because those crosses were easily made. 
In all the crosses listed in table 29， no susceptible plant was obtained， indi-
cating that 9 varieties may have the回 megene for resistance to race 1 in common. 
From this， H.E.S.4 was chosen as a representative of the varieties belonging to 
group 11. It was confirmed by the re-inoculation method that H.E.S.4 was highly 
susceptible to races 1， IV， VII， VIII and IX， but to races 1， 111， V， VI， X and 
XI it was highly resistant， and the resistance was conditioned by one gene. These 
results show the gene in H.E.S.4 to be a new gene for resistance to mildew. Tablε 
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Table 29. Interrelationships among genes for resistance to race 
1 in varieties belonging to group 11. 
Ob町rvet1_llumbersof F 2 pl阻旬
R • M'" S* Total 
Race 
used 
??????????
? ，
? ?
，?
。?????
????
?
???
??
??
??
???
??
??
??
??
。
??
???
??
??
???
??
??
??????????
Cross 
11 
11 
Arivat 
11 
I 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
x Arivat 
x German summer 
x Heil's Hanna 
x Vaughn 
x German summer 
x Konosu No. 30 
11 X Osomugi 
German summer x Sydney 
x Vaughn 
x Kinai No. 42 
H.E.S.4 
11 
11 
11 
11 11 
Vaughn 11 
30 shows the interrelationships between the gene in H.E.S.4 and those previously 
identified as genes for resistance to race 1. In the crosses of H. stont. nigrum x 
H.E.S.4， and A. 222 x H.E.S.4， no susceptible plant was found， therefore the 
gene in H.E.S.4 was considered to be allelic to JMん (H.stont. nigrum) and JMl~! 
(A.222). These results were confirmed by the Fs test in which 272 Fs lines of H. 
ゆont.nigrum x H.E.S.4 were inoculated with races 1 and IV using the parallel 
inoculation method (table 31). From these results the gene in H.E.S.4 for resis-
tance to race 1 was designated as JMl~!. 
As JMl." (H. spont. nigrum) was linked with JMl". (Nakaizumi・zairai)with re-
combination value of 9.1 :l: 4.6 per cent， JMl!! must be linked with JMん.And， as
shown in table 30， JMl!! and JMl，. were found to be linked with recombination 
value of 8.7 :l: 4.1 per cent. This linkage relation was further confirmed by parallel 
• See ta ble 28 
Table 30. Interrelationships between the gene in H.E.S. 4 and those 
previously identified for resistance to race I. 
P 
value 
Observed numbers of F 2 plants 
R* M* S・ TotalItems 
896 
very small 
.5-.3 
.3-.2 
.8-.7 
???????????
， ? 。 ，
?
， ? 。 ，
?
，?
，?
。
0 
37.4 
1 
18 
1 
65 
76.6 
65.1 
199 
134 
112.3 
149 
56 
54 
61 
241 
229.9 
241. 4 
895 
1013 
464 
449.3 
449 
223 
218 
218 
920 
919.5 
919.5 
Observed …・
Observed ・H ・H ・. 
Observed ..……-
Based on 12:3: 1・…. 
Based on p=O. 087・
Observed .. 
Based on 12:3: 1… 
Based on p=O. 3伺・・・
Observed… 
Based on 12:3: 1・・
Based on p=O. 461… 
Cross and reaction 
type of parents 
H. stont. nigrum (0) 
x H.E.S. 4 (0) 
A. 222 (0-1) 
x H.E.S. 4 (0) 
Nakaizumi・zairai(1) 
x H.E.S. 4 (0) 
Nigrinudum (1-2) 
x H.E.S. 4 (0) 
Russian No. 12 (1) 
x H.E.S. 4 (0) .5-.3 
>.99 
873 
* See table 28 
。202 671 Observed . Kwan (1-2) x H.Eふ 4(0) 
塁Table 31. Seedling reaction of parents and 九 linesfrom crosses H. stont. mgrum x H. E. S. 4 and 
Nakaizumi-zairai x H. E. S. 4 to inoculation with race 1， IV or V. (The F 3 lines of 
each cross were inoculated with two races by parallel inoculation method). 
Genotype and reaction of Pre国aztutilmatdof gFEsnolitnyeps et of nFdz i plants and P 
Items parents to indicated races 。indicatedraces Total value 
AAbb aaBB AABB AABb AAbb AaBB AaBb Aabb aaBB aaBb aabb 
同C aZM ， 
Cr倒 S H.ゆ側t.nigrl1l x H. E. S. 4 . 
Race 1 R R R R R R R:S R:S R R:S S 
Race IV R S R R R R:S R:S R:S S S S 
Observed lines …..・H ・.… 揖 138* 。。 68 。。 272 
Based on 1:2:1…..・H ・.... - 同 。136 。 68 。。 272 .98-.95 
Cr個 S Nakaizumi・zairaix H. E. S. 4 
Race IV M S M M M M:S M:S M:S S S S 
RaceV S R R R:S S R R:S S R R:S S 回=i
Observed lines . 2 15 86 12 170 12 回 14 。 4∞ 
‘4 F Basedon 1:2:1:2:4:2:1:2:1.. 25 50 25 50 l∞ 50 25 50 25 4∞very small 
Based on p=O. 075 0.6 13.8 85.6 13.8 172.4 13.8 85.6 13.8 0.6 4∞ .8-.7 
本TheF z genotype of 138 lines must be AaBb， but as the two genes are allelic， AaBb can not be differentiated 
phenotypically from AaBB. 
?
??
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inoculation method with races IV and V to 400 F31ines of Nakaizumi・zairaix 
H.E.S.4 (table 31). The combined weighted recombination value of 3 values 
calculated from the F 3 data was 7.5:!: l. 0 per cent. In the F 2 of Nigrinudum x 
H.E.S.4， and Russian No.12 x H.E.S.4， the segregation of resistance and suscep-
tibility to race 1 was in agreement with the 12:3: 1 ratio expected for independent 
inheritance (table 30). But， JMlnn (Nigrinudum) and JMlr12 (Russian No.12) were 
linked with JMル(Nakaizumi-zairai)and with JMん (H.spor.t. nigrum) (tables 9， 
19 and 20). JMl~! (H.E.S.4)， therefore， must be linked with JMlnn and ]Mlr昨 The
recombination values calculated from the F 2 data were 39.0:!: 5.8 per cent bet-
ween]Ml~! andJMlnn， and 46.1:!:2.8 per cent betweenJMl~! andJMlr12・Inthe 
cross of Kwan x H.E.S.4， no susceptible plant was obtained. But]Mlk (Kwan) 
was linked with JMl.n (H. spont. nigrum) with a recombination value of 8.6:!: 1.7 
per cent (table 11)， socrossing over also should have occurred between JMlk 
(Kwan) andJMI~! (H.E.S.4). As H.E.S.4 being highly resistant and Kwan being 
moderately resistant with reaction type“1-2" to race 1， the F2 of Kwan x H.E. 
S.4 gave 671 R (H.E.S.4 type) to 202 M (Kwan type)， which was in agreement 
with the 3:1 ratio (P=0.3-0.2， table 30). Out of those 202 F2 plants， 174 Fa 
lines were taken at random， and they were inoculated with race 1. The results 
are given in table 32. As shown in this table the observed numbers deviate signi-
Table 32. Linkage relation betw"een JMl~! (H.E.S. 4) and JMlk (K wan). 
(The F a lines were inoculated with race 1 by 
simplified parallel inoculation method). 
Cross Items Observed numbers of F31ines P Resistant S逼両面atingSusceptible Total value 
Observed .…… 154 
H. E. S. 4 x Kwan Based on 1 :2:1.…・ 43.5
Based on p=O.前日・ 153
??
? ?
???? 0 
43.5 
174 
174 very small 
174 .7-.5 
自cantlyfrom the numbers expected on the basis of the 1 :2:1 ratio， indicating that 
JMI~! must be linked with JMlk・Arecombination value of 6.1士l.4per cent is 
indicated by the data and the numbers expected on the basis of this value satis-
factorily agree with those obtained. 
11. GENES FOR RESISTANCE TO MILDEW IN THE VARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 12 
Each of 10 varieties belonging to group 12 were crossed with susceptible var-
ieties， and F2 seedlings of the crosses were inoculated with races 1， IV， V" VI or 
VII， and the 10 varieties were subdivided into three genotypes based on their 
segregation ratios of resistance vs. susceptibility - Six-rowed Chevalier type， 
Hosomugi C type and Hokkaido Chevalier type. 
Table 33 shows the results of inoculation to the crosses with four varieties of 
Six-rowed Chevalier type. In F2 of Six-rowed Chevalier x Yuhoshu there was 
bifactorial segregation for resistance to race 1， but for resistance to each of races 
IV and V， resistance vs. susceptibility was in agreement with the 3: 1 ratio. It was 
found by the re“inoculation method that the gene for resistance to race IV differed 
from the gene for resistance to race V， and that a plant having the former gene 
was moderately resistant to race 1， while that of the latter gene showed highly 
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Tab1e 33. C1assification of parents， F1 and F 2 p1ants of crosses according 
to reaction types to inocu1ation with race 1， IV， Vor VII. 
Observed numbers Ratio P Recom-Race ~eac-
Cross and reaction type of parents ace tzon ofFz plants (R+!d) value bi~ation used ~fF ， R* M・S・Total :S valUe valueo/. 
Six-rowed Chevalier (0) x Yuhoshu (4) 1 0-1 11ω268 1前 1482 15: 1 .2-.1 46.5士2.5
Six-rowed Cheval. (1-2) x Yuhoshu (4) IV 2 o 108 42 150 3: 1 .5-.3 
Six-rowed Chevalier (0) x Yuhoshu (4) V 0-1 H渇 2 40 150 3: 1 .7-.5 
Six-rowed Chevalier (1) x Yuhoshu (4) VII 1-2 18 137 37 192 3:1 .1-.05 
Dajokan (0) x Yuhoshu (4) 0・l 印2 143 43 6朗 15: 1 50.0士3.7 
Dajokan (ト2)x Yuhoshu (4) IV 2 o 103 47 150 3: 1 .1-.05 
Dajokan (0) x Yuhoshu (4) V 0-1 148 4 51 203 3: 1 .98-.95 
Shirobo (0) x Yuhoshu (4) 0-1 305 63 28 396 15: 1 .5-.3 46.8:1:4.8 
Shirobo (ト2)x Yuhoshu (4) IV 2 。76 23 99 3: 1 .7-.5 
Shirobo (0) x Yuhoshu (4) V 0-1 112 37 150 3: 1 .95-.9 
Iraqi barley (0) x Tonsum (4) 0-1 220 58 21 299 15: 1 .7-.5 47.0士5.6
ホ R=D-O-l，M=I-3， S=3-4-4 
resistant to race 1， and that the resistance to races IV and VII is conditioned by 
the回 mesingle gene. These results were confirmed by F 3 test and two homo-
zygous Fa lines were selected out of the Six-rowed Chevalier x Yuhoshu; one 
line had homozygously the gene for resistance to race V and the other line had 
homozygously the gene for resistance to race IV， and the respective line will be 
called Six-rowed Chevalier 1 and 2. Six幽rowedChevalier 1 showed the same 
reactions as that of H.E.S.4， and Six-rowed Chevalier 2 showed the same reaction 
as that of Russian No.12 to 11 races of mildew. Table 34 shows that the two 
Tab1e 34. Gene interre1ationships between Six-rowed Chevalier 1 and H.E.S. 4， 
and between Six-rowed Chevalier 2 and Russian No. 12. 
Cross and reaction Race Reaction Observed numbers Ratio P 
type of parents used of F， of F2 plants (R+M) value 
R* M* S* Total :S 
Six-rowed Chevalier 1 (0) 0-1 283 。92 375 3:1 .9-.8 x Yuhoshu (4) 
Six-rowed Chevalier 2 (1-2) 2 37 182 68 287 3: 1 .7-.5 x Yuhoshu (4) 
Six-rowed Chevalier 1 (0) 。889 。。889 x H. E. S. 4 (0) 
Six-rowed Chevalier 21{2l-21)  
x Russian No. 12 ( o 1186 
。1186 
* See table 3 
selections differ from susceptible variety in one m吋orgene for resistance to race 
1， and that Six-rowed Chevalier 1 has the same gene as JMl!! (H.E.S.4) and Six-
rowed Chevalier 2 has the same gene asJMlr12 (Russian No.12). These results 
lead us to the conclusion that Six-rowed Chevalier has two genes for resistance 
(Bd. 1， Ht. 3 
to mildew， ~nd that the high resistance of the variety to races 1， 111， V， VI， X 
and XI isconditioned by a single gene， jMl!! while the moderate resistance to 
races 1， IV and VI1 is conditioned by a single gene， jMlr12・AsjMlZ! (H.E.S.4) 
and jMlr12 (Russian No.12) were linked with recombination value of 46.1 :r 2.8 
per cent (table 30)， the two genes in Six-rowerd Chevalier must be linked with 
each other， and the recombination value of 46.5士2.5per cent is obtained from 
the F2 data (table 33). In the crosses of D吋okanx Yuhoshu， Shirobo x Yuhoshu 
and Iraqi barley x To町um，very similar results were obtained as in Six-rowed 
Chevalier x Yuhoshu (table 33). Furthermore， inFa of these three crosses two 
kinds of lines were also found; one showed the same reaction as H.E.S.4 and the 
other the same as Russian No.12. From th~se results， it may be said that the 3 
varieties， D吋okan，Shirobo and Iraqi barley， have the same genic constitution as 
in Six-rowed Chevalier. 
Table 35 shows the results of inoculation to the crosses with three varieties 
which belong to Hosomugi C type. In the F 2 of Hosomugi x shiroto monofacto-
rial segregation resulted for resistance to each of races 1， IV， Vand VI1. But as 
same as in the case of Six-rowed Chevalier， it was found that Hosomugi C had 
two genes for resistance to mildew. One was the same asjMl!! of H.E.S.4， and 
the other jMllU of Nakaizumi-zairai. Table 36 shows above relationships among 
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Classification of parents， F 1 and F 2 plants of crosses with 
varieties of Hosomugi C type according to reaction 
types to inoculation with races 1， IV， V and VIII. 
Table 35. 
Observed numbers Ratio 
ofFJ p1ants (R+M) 
M・S. Tota1 :S 
Race Reac-
Cross and 'reaction type of parents used ti，o! 
of F1 
Recom-
bination 
va1ue % 
P 
va1ue R. 
Hosomugi (0) x Shiroto (4) 
Hosomugi (ト2)X 11 
Hosomugi (0) X 
Hosomugi (ト2)X 
3.6土2.5.2-.1 
.2-.1 
.9-.8 
.7-.5 
3: 1 
3: 1 
3: 1 
3:1 
1187 
139 
285 
149 
????
?
『? ?
， ? ? ? ? ? ?
?
?，32 
11 
0 
109 
879 
0 
215 
6 
??， 。 ，
??
??????
.5-.3 2. 9:l:2. 9 
.7-.5 
.2-.1 
.05-.02 7. 2:l:3. 2 
.1-.05 
.95-.明
3: 1 
3: 1 
3: 1 
3: 1 
3: 1 
3: 1 
933 
96 
139 
;62 
139 
138 
220 
26 
42 
164 
26 
35 
12 
49 
0 
25 
113 。
701 
21 
97 
573 
0 
103 
0-1 
1-2 
0-1 
0-1 
2 
0-1 
????
11 
Kinai No.43 (0) X Yuhoshu (4) 
Kinai No.43 (1) X 11 
Kinai No.43 (0)X 11 
Miyako C (0) X Shiroto (4) 
Miyoko C (1) X 11 
Miyako C (0) 
11 
11 x 
事Seetab1e 3 
Gene interrelationships between Hosomugi and Six-rowed Chevalier， 
and between Hosomugi and Nakaizumi-zairai. 
Table 36. 
Observed numbers of Fz p1ants 
R・M・ S・Tota1Race used Cross and reaction type of parents 
回 1
914 
。。0 8叩叩 1105 V vn Six-"owed Cheva1ier (0) X H四omugi(0) H倒omugi(1-2) x Nakaizumi-zairai (1) 
牟 Seetab1e 3 
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the genes. That is， Six-rowed Chevalier and Hosomugi C each had a single gene 
for resistance to race V (tables 33 and 35)， and the gene in Six-rowed Chevalier 
was the泊 meas JMl日. Therefore， from the results of table 36， itmay be said 
that the resistance of Hosomugi C to race V is due to JMl日.In the same way， 
Nakaizumi-zairai and Hosomugi C each had one gene for resistance to race VII， 
and the gene in Nakaizumi-zairai was JMl，. which makes the gene in Hosomugi 
C for resistance to race VII the same as)Mlru• JMl!! and JMl". were linked with 
recombination value of 7.5 per cent (table 31). so the two genes in Hosomugi 
C must be linked with each other， and the recombination value of 3.6 ~ 2.5 per 
cent is obtained from the F 2 data (table 35). In the crosses of Kinai No.43 X 
Yuhoshu and Miyako C x Shiroto very similar results were obtained as in the 
case of Hosomugi C. Therefore， the two varieties - Kinai No.43 and Miyako 
C - may have the same genic constitution as in Hosomugi C. 
In F 2 of the crosses with three varieties ー HokkaidoChevalier， Russian No. 
33 and Himalaya - different results were obtained， indicating that the genic 
constitutions for resistance to mildew of these three varieties were not the same 
with one another (table 37). But， by the Fs test， itwas found that each of the 
Table 37. Classification of parents， F1 and F 2 p1ants of crosses with varieties 
of Hokkaido Chevalier type according to reaction types 
to inocu1ation with races 1， IV， V and VI. 
. 
Race Reac- Observed numbers Ratio P 
Cr国sand reaction type of parents used tion of F， planta (R~M) value ofF. R・M・S. Total :S 
Hokkaido Chevalier (0) x Yuhoshu (4) I 0-1 390 34 86 510 13:3 .3-.2 
Hokkaido Chevalier (2-3) x 11 lV 3 。lω 25 131 3:1 .2-.1 
Hokkaido Chevalier (0) × 1/ V 0-1 183 14 43 240 13:3 .8-.7 
Hokkaido Chevalier (0) x 1/ VI 0-1 148 4 39 191 3:1 .2-.1 
Russian No. 3 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) I 0-1 396 16 14 526 3:1 .1-.05 
Russian No. 3 (1-2) x 1/ lV 2 。97 33 130 3:1 .95-.拘
Russian No. 3 (0) x 11 v 0-1 107 32 140 3:1 .7-.5 
Russian No. 3 (0) x 1/ VI 0-1 118 9 31 158 3: 1 .2-.1 
Himalaya (0) x Muyoji (4) 。 415 89 8 512 63:1 
Himalaya (1-2) x 11 1V 2 93 35 12 140 15: 1 、3-.2
Himalaya (0) x 11 V 0-1 96 。39 135 3: 1 .3-.2 
Himala ya (0) x 11 VI 。 103 32 2 137 63:1 .95-.伺
• See table 3 
crosses included the two lines: one ha ving the same reaction types to eleven races 
of mildew as that of H.E.S.4， and the other moderate resistance to races 1， IV， V
and VI. Therefore， even though Hokkaido Chevalier， Russian No.33 and Hima-
laya each has different genic constitution， they have the same genes， JMl日， in 
common. 
From these results， itbecame clear that the typical reaction of the varieties 
of group 12 to 11 physiologic races was attributable to the combined effects of 
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two or more factors; that there was no particular single factor which could alone 
exhibit such a reaction typical to group 12; that a gene for high resistance to a 
race was epistatic to a gene for moderate or lower resistance to the same race; 
and that the epistatic and hypostatic relations between two genes might be re・
versed according to the race inoculated. It was also found that we might often 
deal with different resistant gene or genes involved in the same variety accord-
ing to the race inoculated. 
Tab1e 38. C1assification of parents， F 1 and F 2 p1ants of crosses with varieties 
of Go1den Melon type according to reaction types to 
inoculation with races 1， VI and VII. 
Race Reac- Observed numbers Ratio P 
Cross and reaction type of parents used tion of F， plants (R+M)value 。fFl R・M・S. Total :S 
Golden Melon (0) x Muyoji (4) I 0-1 657 161 62 880 15: 1 .5-.3 
Golden Melon (0) x 11 VI 0・1 174 12 40 226 13:3 .7-.5 
Golden Melon (0-1) x 11 vn 1-2 3 164 45 212 3:1 .3-.2 
Ebis (0) x Muyoji (4) I 0-1 242 43 13 298 15: 1 .2-.1 
Ebis (0) × 11 VI 0-1 111 6 32 149 3:1 .5-.3 
Ebis (0-1) x 11 vn 1-2 3 222 62 287 3: 1 .2-.1 
German Gold (0) x Muyoji (4) I 0-1 234 40 14 :l88 15: 1 .5-.3 
German Gold (0) X 11 VI 0-1 190 1 48 249 13:3 .9-.8 
German Gold (1) × 11 vn 1-2 2 225 78 305 3:1 .9-.8 
German No. 61 (0) x Yuh個 hu(4) I 0-1 2朗 78 35 401 15: 1 .05-.02 
German No. 61 (0) x /1 1喧 0-1 186 19 42 247 13:3 .5-.3 
German No. 61 (1) x 11 vn 1-2 43 164 41 248 13:3 .5-.3 
Golden No. 20 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) I 0-1 239 53 17 309 15: 1 .7-.5 
Golden No. 20 (0) x /1 羽 0・1 102 15 33 150 3:1 .5-.3 
Golden No. 20 (1) x 11 vn 1-2 17 98 35 150 3:1 .7-.5 
Russian 41118 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) I 0-1 303 55 34 392 15: 1 .05-.02 
Russian 41118 (0) × /1 VI 0-1 223 7 61 291 3: 1 .2-.1 
Russian 41118 (ト2)x /1 vn 2 2 115 34 151 3: 1 .5-.3 
Trebi 1 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) I 0-1 252 40 27 319 15: 1 .2-.1 
Trebi 1 (0) × 11 VI 0-1 127 17 31 175 13:3 .8-.7 
Trebi 1 (1) × 11 vn 1-2 13 171 28 212 13:3 .05-.02 
Vaga (0) x Nepal (4) I 0-1 232 38 23 293 15: 1 .3-.2 
Vaga (0) x 11 VI 0-1 83 。18 101 3:1 .1-.05 
Vaga (2) × 11 vn 2 30 43 24 97 3: 1 .98-.95 
1703-1 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) I 0-1 240 35 24 299 15:1 .3-.2 
1703-1 (0) × /1 VI 0・1 199 。50 249 3:1 .1-.05 
1703-1 (1-2) x /1 vn 2 3 240 67 310 3: 1 .2-.1 
4790-10 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) I 0-1 233 50 15 298 15:1 .5-.3 
47鋭ト10(0) x /1 VI 0-1 127 。45 172 3:1 .8-.7 
羽田ー 1O(ト2)x 11 VIl 2 120 203 26 349 15:1 .5-.3 
句、置かーふt，M 圏、1-S，s，a斗心4・
12. GENESFOR RESISTANCE TO MILDEW IN THE VARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 13 
As in the case of previous group， 38 varieties of group 13 were subdivided 
into four genotypes based on their segregation ratio喧forresistance to races 1， VI 
and VII - Golden Melon type， Chevalier type， Russian No.50 type and Russian 
No.26 type. 
Table 38 shows the results of inoculation to the crosses with 10 varieties of 
Golden Melon type. In F 2of these crosses， the segregations for resistance to race 1 
were in agreement with the 15: 1 ratio， but for resistance to races VI and VII 
they did not conform to the ratio. With some exceptions， they were close to the 
monofactorial segregation. These results may indicate that each of the 10 var・
ieties has at least two genes for mildew resistance; one of the two is moderately 
resistant to races 1 and VII but susceptible to race VI， and the other is resistant 
Classification of parents， F 1 and F 2 plants of crosses with 
varieties of Chevalier type according to reaction 
types to inoculation with races 1， VI and VII. 
Obs世間dnumbers of 
按均車
伽由守-r-一ー ーー -ー
237 
47 
161 
44 
34 
123 
7 
23 
92 
46 
39 
226 
85 
46 
311 
57 
26 
31 
66 
26 
119 
119 
35 
68 
57 
36 
83 
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Table 39. 
P 
value 
Ratio 
(R+M) 
:S 
.99-.98 
.5-.3 
.8-.7 
.2-.1 
.9-.8 
.7-.5 
.7-.5 
.8-.7 
.7-.5 
.7-.5 
.7-.5 
.2-.1 
.5-.3 
.5-.3 
.05-.02 
.7-.5 
.3-.2 
.9-.8 
.2-.1 
.7-.5 
.3-.2 
.8-.7 
.5-.3 
.1-.05 
.9-.8 
.7-.5 
.3-.2 
?????
』
?????
』
??????????
』
???????
』
••••••...••
••..••••.••
•
.•.••••••••••••••• 
??
。???
。?????
?
??????????
。?
?
??
。?
?
??
?
? ? ??????
Tota1 
??? ?
???
????
?
???????
?
??? ?
?
??????
? ?
? ， ? 。
??
??
，????
??
??
。，
?
?
。????
， ? ，
??
ー
Reac-
hon 
ofF1一軍事
l‘ " で.'.ナー 寸---
0-1 1029 
0-1 194 
2 178 
0-1 229 
0-1 1叩
1-2 0 
0-1 387 
0-1 125 
1-2 50 
0-1 230 
0-1 91 
1 27 
0-1 340 
0-1 191 
1-2 48 
0-1 230 
0-1 118 
3 110 
0-1 355 
0-1 13 
2 0 
0-1 311 
0-1 2∞ 
1-2 57 
0-1 322 
0-1 196 
1-2 60 
+ 
?
?
?
?
?
? ???? ?????，•. ?????????????，?????????
??????
??
?
?
??
???
?????
? ? ?
??? ，
?
，
? ?? ??
， ，
?
，?
?
?
?
??
、 ，?
?
???????
??
?
??
Chevalier (0) 
Chevalier (0) 
Cheva1ier (1-2) 
Frederikson (0) 
Frederikson (0) 
Fr吋 erikson(1) 
Maja (0) 
Maja (め x
Maja (0-1) X 11 
Ru鈎ianNo. 21 (0) X Yuhoshu (4) 
Russian No. 21 (0) X 11 
Russian No. 21 (0-1) X 11 
Russian No. 27 (0) X Yuhoshu (4) 
Russian No. 27 (0) X 11 
Russian No. 27 (1) X 11 
Russian No. 63 (0) X Muyoji (4) 
Russian No. 63 (0) X 11 
Russian Nι63 (2-3) X 11 
Sachsender (0) X Yuhoshu (4) 
S晶chsender(0) X 11 
Sachsender (1-2) X 11 
188ト3(0) X Yuhoshu (4) 
1881-3 (0) X 11 
印刷 3ー(0-1) X 11 
4887-3 (0) X Yuhoshu (4) 
錦87-3(0) X 11 
4887-3 (0-1)X 11 
• se table 38 
11 
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to races 1 and VI but susceptible to race VII. This expectation was evidenced to 
be true by the re-inoculation method and by the progeny test， inwhich the F s 
lines ga ve expected reactions to the races. 
In table 39， the segregations of resistance to races 1， VI and VII， which were 
obtained in the 1"2 of the crosses with 9 varieties of Chevalier type， are given. 
In these crosses， the segregations for resistance to races 1 and VI were in agree-
ment with the 15: 1 ratio， and for resistance to race VII monofactorial segregation 
sometimes occurred. By the re-inoculation method and by the progeny test， it
was found that most of the varieties that belonged to Chevalier type had at least 
two genes for resistance to mildew; one of the two was resistant to races 1 and 
VI but susceptible to race VII， and the other was moderately resistant to races 1， 
VI and VII. 
In table 40， the segregations of resistance to races 1， VI and VII obtained in the 
F2 of the crosses with 8 varieties of Russian No.50 type are given. In these 
crosses， the segregations for resistance to races 1 and VI were in agreement with 
the 13:3 ratio， and as for resistance to race VII monofactorial segregation some-
Table 40. Classification of parents， F1 and F2 plants of crosses with varieties 
of Russian No. 50 type according to reaction types to 
inoculation with races 1， VI and VII. 
Race Reac- Observed numbers Ratio p 
Cross and reaction type of parents used t~o!，l 
usea of F  束事 o( F， p1anta M・5・ (R"tM) value Total :S 
Russian No. 50 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) I 。~I 238 18 43 299 13:3 .1-.05 
Russian No. 50 (0) x 11 VI 0-1 195 31 29 255 13:3 svmeray l
Russian No. 50 (1) x 11 vn 1-2 119 4 27 150 13:3 .9-.8 
Binder (0) x Yuhoshu (4) I 0-1 298 18 77 393 13:3 .7-.5 
Binder (0) × 11 VI 0-1 195 14 35 244 13:3 .1-.05 
Binder (2-3) × 11 W 3 。 15 135 150 
German No. 59 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) I 0-1 295 40 66 401 13:3 .3-.2 
German No. 59 (0) x 11 VI 0-1 117 10 25 152 13:3 .5-.3 
German No. 59 (1) x 11 vn 1-2 4 107 31 142 3: 1 .5-.3 
Russian No. 6 (0) x Muyoji (4) I ルl 295 16 64 375 13:3 .5-.3 
Russian No. 6 (0) x 11 VI 0-1 112 18 19 149 13:3 .1-.05 
Russian No. 6 (1) x 11 vn 1-2 。114 35 149 3:1 .7-.5 
Russian No. 8 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) I 0-1 215 30 52 297 13:3 .7-.5 
Russian No. 8 (0) x 11 VI 0-1 122 14 20 156 13:3 .1-.05 
Russian No. 8 (1) x 11 vn 1-2 133 9B 18 249 15: 1 .7-.5 
Russian No. 3B (0) x Yuhoshu (4) I 0-1 224 34 39 297 13:3 .02-.01 
Russian No. 3B (0) x 11 VI 0-1 181 59 13 253 15:1 .5-.3 
Russian No. 38 (0-1) x 11 河 1-2 73 54 23 150 13:3 .3-.2 
Svanhals (0) x Yuhoshu (4) I 0-1 3伺 23 73 402 13:3 .8-.7 
Svanhals (0) × 11 VI 0-1 115 14 17 146 13:3 .05-.02 
Svanhals (1) × 11 vn 1-2 3 114 32 149 3:1 .5-.3 
Russian No. 36 (0) x Yuhoshu (4) I 0-1 301 21 79 401 13:3 .7-.5 
傘Seetable 38 
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times occurred. It was also found that the varieties grouped into Russian No.50 
type had at least two genes which gave the same reactions as the ones found in 
the varieties of Chevalier type. 
Tabll1 41 shows the results of the inoculation to the crosses with four varieties 
of Russian No.26 type. In these crosses， clear-cut segregations did not occur for 
resistance to race 1， but monofactorial segregations occurred for resistance to races 
VI and VII. It was evidenced hy the re-inoculation method and by the progeny 
test that in the F 2 of the crosses listed in table 41， segregations for resistance to race 
HIURA: Disease-Resistance in Barley 1回0)
Table 41. Classification of parents， F1 and F2 plants of crosses with varieties 
of Russian No. 26 type according to reaction types to inoculation 
with races 1， VI and VII. 
P 
value 
Ratio 
(R+M) 
T玩訂 :S 
0凶ervednumbers sz苧Reac-tion of F1 Race used 
15: 1 ver~ 
small 
3:1 .5-.3 
3: 1 .5-.3 
13:3 ver~ 
small 
3: 1 1 
3:1 .3-.2 
13:3 .05-.02 
3: 1 .7-.5 
3: 1 .7-.5 
13:3 .02-.01 
3: 1 .05-.02 
3: 1 .7-.5 
??
????
?
???
????
??
???
??
?????
?
?
???
?
??。
????
京証
???
??
?????????
?
??
?
? ，
????
?? ?
?
。?
『????
??
?
??
?
??
?
???
?
???
???
?
????
Cross and reaction type of parent9 
Russian No. 26 (0) 
Russian No. 26 (0) 
Russian No. 26 (2) x 11 
TwcトrowedChevalier (0) x Nepal (4) 
TwcトrowedChevalier (0) X 11 
Twcトrowel;iChevalier (1-2) X 11 
Koran (0) X Muyoji (4) 
Koran (0) X 11 
Koran (1-2) X 11 
Russian No. 28 (0) X Muyoji (4) 
Russian No. 28 (0) X 11 
Russian No. 28 (1-2) X 
X Muyoji (4) 
X 11 
事 Seetable 38 
1 were not in agreement with the 15:1 ratio， but each of the crosses involved at 
least two genes which may be the same as ones found in the varieties of Golden 
Melon句pe.
Table 42 shows the results of the inoculation with race 1 to the crosses listed. 
11 
Table 42. Classification of parents， F1 and F 2 plants of crosses 
according to reaction types to inoculation with race I. 
Observed numbers 。fF2pl阻絢
M. S・
4姥~ー申』
4 
60 
46 
P 
value 
Ratio 
(R+M) 
: S 
.7-.5 
.5-.3 
.8-.7 
.5-.3 
.2-.1 
.9-.8 
.7-.5 
15:1 
11 
11 
11 
11 
τ面白I
?
????
?
???
『??
????
? ???
??
239 
220 
225 
239 
218 
225 
231 
Reac-
t10n 。fF1 反面
陣四刷一日明剛
0-1 
0-1 
0-1 
0-1 
0-1 
0-1 
0 
Race 
used 
?????
?
，???
，??
??
?
Cross and reaction type of parents 
German No. 1 (1) X Tonsum (4) 
Golden Melon No. 1 (0) X Muyoji (4) 
Kagoshima Golden (0) X 11 
Primus (0) X Tonsum (4) 
Russian No. 53 (0) X 11 
Sanalta (0) X 
Okla. (0) 63:1 
事Seetable 38 
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In F 2 of each cross， except Okla. x Tonsum， segregation of resistance to race 
1 was in satisfactory agreement with the 15: 1 ratio. Therefore， the varieties 
listed in table 42， except Okla.， may belong either to Golden Melon type or 
Chevalier type. 
As mentioned above， even though the varieties classified into group 13 had 
not always same genic constitution for mildew resistance， from each of the most 
crosses the same line， which was resistant to races 1 and VI but susceptible to 
race VII， was found. The reaction of the line is the same as that of H.E.S.4. 
Table 43 shows that Golden Melon， Chevalier， Russian No.50 and Russian No.26 
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Table 43. Interrelationships among genes for mildew resistance in Golden 
Melon， Chevalier， Russian No. 50， Russian No. 26 and H. E. S. 4. 
P 
value 
Observed numbers Ratio 
ofF% pl阻旬 (R+M) 
M・S・Total : S 
Race 
used Cross and reaction type of parents 
very small 
very small 
15: 1 
15:1 
1960 
1403 
954 
1006 
489 
1的7
????
??
??
????
? ?? ???
戻面
1960 
1403 
954 
1006 
371 
210 
I 
I 
I 
VD 
VD 
Gol岡ienMelon (0) x H. E. S. 4 (0) 
Chevalier (0) X 11 
Russian No. 50 (0) x 
Russian No. 2渇(0)X 11 
Chevalier (1-2) X Golden Melon (1) 
Russian No. 50 (1) X Chevalier (1-2) 
* See table 38 
11 
each has the same gene as JMl~! of H.E.S.4. Furthermore， intable 43， when race 
VII was inoculated， F2 of the crosses -Chevalier x Golden Melon and Russian 
No.50 x Chevalier - segregated out susceptible plants. From these results， it
was evidenced that these three varieties do not have the same gene except)Ml~!， 
because JMl~! does not act upon race VII. 
In conclusion， it may be詞 idthat most varieties classified into group 13 had 
at least two genes for mildew resistance， that is， one being the回meas JMl~! and 
the other that conditions moderate resistance to race VII， and that the varieties 
grouped into Golden Melon type may be different from that of Chevalier or 
Russian No.50 type by the gene for resistance to race VII. These results are very 
similar to those obtained in group 12. There is only one difference that the var・
ieties of group 12 are susceptible to race VIII， while in the varieties of group 
13 the genes for resistance to race VII may also condition the resistance to race 
VIII. 
13. GENES FOR RESISTANCE TO MILDEW IN THE VARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 14 
As shown in table 44， inF 2of each cross with four varieties belonging to 
-group 14， bifactorial or a more complicated segregation occurred for resistance 
to race 1， indicating each of the four varieties belonging to group 14 to have at 
least two genes for resistance to race 1. In the cross of Shidabun No.l x Shiroto， 
it was a monofactorial segregation. From this， it may be expected that Shidabun 
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Classification of parents， F1 and F 2 plants of crosses 
with varieties of group 14 according to reaction 
types to inoculation with races 1 and VIII. 
Race Reac- Observed numbers Ratio 
used ti?! ~f F2 plant. (R+M) 
ofF1 R・M・s* Total :S 
Table 44. 
1960J 
P 
value Cross and reaction type of parents 
.95-.9 
.5-.3 
.3-.2 
.05-.02 
.3-.2 
63:1 
15: 1 
13:3 
13:3 
3: 1 
304 
297 
567 
632 
134 
5 
22 
116 
99 
39 
?
????
?
?
? ??
??
???
253 
228 
398 
4卯。
?
????
??
?
Luth (0) x Muyoji (4) 
Moravia (0) x Yuhoshu (4) 
Opal (0) x Shiroto (4) 
Shidabun No. 1 (0) x Shiroto (4) 
Shidabun No. 1 (1-2) x Shiroto (4) 
S=3-4-4 
No.l has two genes; one for resistance to race 1 but susceptible to race VIII， and 
the other to be moderately resistant to races 1 and VIII. Further studies on these 
genes for verification are forthcoming. 
M=I-3， * R=O-O-I， 
14. GENES FOR RESISTANCE TO MILDEW IN THE VARIETlES BELONGING TO GROUP 15 
Only Russian No.66 belongs to group 15. The F 1 and F 2 of the cross between 
Russian No.66 and Erhard Freder北sonwere inoculated with races 1 and IX. As 
shown in table 45， the segregation of resistance to each of races 1 and IX is in 
agreement with the 3:1 ratio. In such a case， we are apt to consider that resis-
tance of Russian No.66 to races 1 and IX is conditioned by the same gene. But 
Classification of parents， F1 and F 2 plants of crosses with Russian 
No. 66 according to reaction types to inoculation with races 1 
and IX， and gene relationships between Russian No. 66 
and H. E. S. 4， and between Russian No. 66 and Hanna. 
Table 45. 
Observed numbers 
of F 2 plants 
M・S・
P 
value 
Ratio 
(R+M) 
Tota1 :S 
Reac-
tlOn 
of F1 
Race 
used Cross and reaction type of parents R傘
.3-.2 
.3-.2 
3: 1 
3: 1 
6伺
353 
1498 
1453 
o 140 
74 79 
o 0 
o 0 
???????? ???
?
??
?
Russian No. 66(0) x E. Frederikson (4) 1 
Russian No. 66(0-1) x E. Frederikson (4) IX 
Russian No. 66 (0) x H. E. S.4 (0) 1 
Russian No. 66 (0-1) x Hanna (0-1) IX 
* R=O-O-I， M=I-3， S=3-4-4 
it was found by the re-inoculation method that the gene for resistance to race 1 
differed from that to race IX. In the F 3 of the cross of Russian No.66 x Erhard 
Frederikson， two different lines were separated; one ga ve the阻mereaction type 
as H.E.S.4 and the other the same as Hanna to eleven races of mildew. Fur-
thermore， inthe crosses of Russian No.66 x H.E.S.4 and Russian No.66 x Hanna， 
no susceptible plant was obtained， indicating Russian No.66 to have two genes; 
one to be the same as iMl~! of H.E.S.4， and the other JMl" of Hanna. 
15. GENES FOR RESISTANCE TO MILDEW IN THE VARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 16 
The two varieties， Monte Cristo and J.5， belong to group 16. F 1 and F 2 of 
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the crosses with the two varieties were inoculated with races 1 and IX. These 
results are given in table 46. As shown in the table， segregation for resistance of 
Table 46. Classification of parents， F1 and F 2 plants of crosses 
with varieties of group 16 according to reaction 
types to inoculation with races 1 and IX. 
Race Reac. Observed numbers Ratio 
Cross and reaction type of parents used tion ofF2 plants (R+M) 。fFJ R- M・s- Total :S 
J. 5 (0) x Nepal (4) I 。 404 49 95 548 13:3 
J. 5 (0) x Nepal (4) IX 。 215 6 63 284 3:1 
Monte Cristo (0) x Muyoji (4) I 。 286 36 68 390 13:3 
Monte Cristo (0) x Koran (4) IX 。 231 4 66 301 3:1 
• R=Oー か1，M=1-3， S=3-4-4 
F 
value 
.5-.3 
.3-.2 
.7-.5 
.3-.2 
the two varieties to race 1 was in agreement with the 13:3 ratio， but mono-
factorial segregation occurred for resistance to race IX， indicating that each of the 
two varieties has at least two genes for resistance to race 1， and that each resis-
tance of the two varieties to race IX is conditioned by a single gene and the re-
sistance is dominant. As mentioned above， inthe cross of Monte Cristo x Muyoji， 
when race 1 was inoculated， (highly resistant (R) + medium (M)J to susceptible 
(S) was in agreement with the 13:3 ratio， but R: (M + S) was very close to the 3: 1 
ratio. The回 merelation was also found in the resistance of Monte Cristo to 
other races. And it was found by the re・inoculationmethod that the high resis-
tance of Monte Cristo to eleven races， except race IV， was conditioned by the 
回mesingle gene. Monte Cristo is moderately resistant to race IV giving reac・
tion type“ト2". The gene for resistance to mildew in Monte Cristo， therefore， 
must be a Qew one. Table 47 shows t~e gene relations between Monte Cristo 
Table 47. Gene relationships between Monte Cristo and J. 5， and 
between Monte Cristo and H. stont. nigrum 
Cross and reaction type of parents Race used 
Monte Cristo (0) x J.5 (0) 
H.ゆ'011.nなF蜘 (0)x Monte Cristo (0) 
. See table 46 
IX 
IX 
Observed numben of F， plants 
R・ M・ S・Total
191 
12“ 
。。 。。 191 1264 
andJムandbetween Monte Cristo and H.ゅnt.nigrutn. In both crosses， Monte 
Cristo x J.5 and H. stont. nigrum x Monte Cristo， no susceptible plant was obtain-
ed， indicating that Monte Cristo and J.5 have in common the姐 megene for 
resistance to race IX， and that the gene ih Monte Cristo is allelic to JMl." of H. 
spont. nigrum. The gene for resistance to race IX in Monte Cristo was designated 
asJMl-::. 
16. GENES FOR RESISTANCE TO MILDEW IN THE VARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 17 
Only Goldfoil C.I. 928 belongs to group 17. Table 48 shows the results of 
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inoculation with races 1， VI and IX to the F 1and F 2 ofGoldfoil x Nepal. In the 
F2' when race 1 was inoculated， [highly resistant (R) + medium (M)J to sus・
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Classification of parents， Fland F2 plants of cross with Goldfoil 
according to reaction types to inoculation with races 1， VI and IX. 
Table 48. 
P 
value 
Ratio 
(R+M) 
Total :8 
Observed numbers 
綜斗手
???
?
?ゅ
?
?
Race 
used Cross and reaction type of parents 
R・
Goldfoil (0) 
Goldfoil (0) 
Goldfoil (0) 
.5-.3 
.9-.8 
.5-.3 
13:3 
3: 1 
3: 1 
74 363 
27 104 
160 597 
188 
55 
293 
101 
22 
144 
1-2 
1-2 
2 
??x Nepal (4) 
x Nepal (4) 
x Nepal (4) 
ceptible (S) was in agreement with the 13:3 ratio， but R:(M +S) was in agreement 
with the 3: 1 ratio， indicating that Goldfoil has at least two genes for resistance 
to race 1， and that one of the two genes conditions high resistance of the variety. 
When the same F 2 was inoculated with races VI or IX， resistant (R) : medium 
(M) : susceptible (S) was in agreement with the 1 :2: 1 ratio (P=0.7-0.5 and 0.5 
-0.3， respectively)， indicating that Goldfoil differs from susceptible variety in 
one major gene for resistance to race VI and IX， and that the resistance is in-
completely dominant. Goldfoil is moderately resistant to each of races 11， VII 
and XI gi ving reaction type“2". It was found by the re-inoculation method that 
the high resistance of Goldfoil to 8 races - 1， 1， IV， V， VI， VIII， IX， X - was 
conditioned by the same single gene. From this， Goldfoil gene for resistance to 
race IX is designated as JMlti. 
Table 49 shows the gene interrelationship between Goldfoil and the varieties 
whose mildew resistance has already been studied. In the cross of Weihenste暢
phaner 1 x Goldfoil， no susceptible plant was found， and there is no difference 
between Weihenstephaner 1 and Guldfoil in the reaction to race IX. The two 
varieties， therefore， may have in common the same gene for resistance to race 
本 R=(}-O-I，M=I-3， 8=3-4-4 
Gene relationships between Goldfoil and other varieties in which 
genes for mildew resistance have previously been found. 
零宮里==主=
Table 49. 
P 
value 
Ratio 
(R+M) 
:8 
Observed numbers 。fFa plants 
M事 S*. TQtal 
Race 
used Cross and reaction type of parents R事
????
.9-.8 
.5-.3 
.8-.7 
.7-.5 
.5-.3 
.7-.5 
.3-.2 
15: 1 
11 
11 
11 
11 
770 
696 
914 
603 
693 
1197 
633 
351 
???????
??。?，
????
??????
『??
????
。?
『??
。?
。??????
770 
581 
560 
81 
209 
944 
253 
94 
?????Weihenstephaner 1 (0) x Goldfoil (0) 
H. stont. nigrum (0) X /1 
Russian No. 12 (1) 
Russian No. 81 (1) 
Kwan (2) 
Russian No. 74 (0) 
Hanna (0-1) 
Psaknon (0-1) 
/1 
/1 
11 
/1 
/1 
11 
11 
" 
事 8eetable 48 
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IX. In the rest of the crosses， susceptible plants were obtained and their numbers 
were in accordance with expectations based on the 15: 1 ratio， indicating that 
JMIg is independent of any of the genes which were previously found. 
17. GENES FOR RESISTANCE TO MILDEW IN THE V ARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 18 
Only Nigrate C.I.2444 belongs to group 18. As shown in table 50， when F2 
plants of the cross between Nigrate and susceptible variety were inoculated with 
Table 50. Classification of parents， F 1 and F 2 plants of crosses with Nigrate 
according to reaction types to inoculation with races 1， IV and IX. 
Race Reac- Observed numbers Ratio P 
Cross and reaction type of parents used tion of F2 plants (R+匙f) value 。fFl R・M・s- Total :S 
Nigrate (0) x Muyoji (4) 。236 21 50 307 13:3 .3-.2 
Nigrate (0) x Muyoji (4) N 。238 5 80 323 3:1 .95-.9 
Nigrate (0-1) x Koran (4) IX 2-3 41 324 34 399 15:1 .1-.0.'> 
事 R=O-O-I，M=I-3， 8=3-4-4 
race 1， (highly resistant (R) + medium (M)J to susceptible(S) was in agreement 
with the 13:3 ratio， but R: (M+S) was in agreement with the 3:1 ratio， indicat-
ing that as in the case of Goldfoil， Nigrate has at least two genes for resistance 
to race 1， and that one of the two genes conditions high resistance ofthe variety. 
In the same cross， however， F 2segregation for resistance to race IV was in agree-
ment with the 3: 1 ratio， indicating Nigrate to di庄町 fromsusceptible variety in 
one m吋orgene for resistance to race IV， and that the resistance is dominant. 
Nigrate is susceptible to races X and XI， and it was found by the reinoculation 
method出atthe high resistance of Nigrate to 8 races - 1， H， 111， IV， V， VI， VII， 
VIII - was conditioned by the日mesingle gene. So， the gene for high resistance 
to mildew in Nigrate must be a new one. Table 51 shows that in the F 2of H. 
Table 51. Gene relationship between Nigrate and H.ゆont.nigrum. 
Cross and reaction type of parents Race used 
H.ゆont.時F肌 (0)x N igrate (0) N 
事 Seetable 50 
Observed numbers of F 2plants 
R・ M・伊 Total
1075 。 。 1075 
stolJ. nigrum x Nigrate no susceptible plants was observed， sothe gene in Nigrate 
is allelic to JMl." in H. spont. nigrum. The gene for resistance to race IV in Nig-
rate is designated as JMI:". When F 2plants of Nigrate x susceptible varieties 
were inoculated with race IX， itwas not so easy to distinguish resistant plant 
from medium one， and medium plnat from susceptible one. Therefore， the re-
action of JMI:" to race IX is not very clear. 
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18. GENES FOR RESIST ANCE TO MILDEW IN THE VARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 19 
F 1 and F 2 of the crosses between two varieties belonging to group 19 and 
susceptible varieties were inoculated with races 1 and 1X. Those results are 
given in table 52. 1n F2 of the cross ofChevron x Erhard Frederikson， resistance 
HIURA : Disease-Resistance in Barley 19印〕
Classification of parents， F1 and F 2 plants of crosses with varieties of 
group 19 according to reaction types to inoculation with races 
1 and IX， and gene relationship between Chevron and Hanna. 
Table 52. 
Ratio 
(R+M) 
:S 
1:3 .7-.5 
3: 1 .95-.9 
14:2 .5-.3 
14:2 .8-.7 
P 
value 
Observed numbers 
ofF2 plants 
M* S* Total 
Reac-
tlOn 。fFl 
Race 
used 
??
?
???
， ?
?
??
?
??
? ??。 。 。
????
?， ?
?
。 ， ?????
?
?
。 ， ?
R* 
0 
21 
66 
229 
902 
??
??
? ??
。?
。， ?
?
???
Cross and reaction type of parents 
Chevron (2) x E. Frederikson (4) 
Chevron (0) X 11 
H.ψOht. 3325 (1-2) X 
H.ψont. 3325 (0-1) X 11 
Chevron (0) X Hanna (0-1) 
11 
vs. susceptibility to race 1 seemed in agreement with 1:3 ratio. But， asChevron 
being moderately resistant or moderately susceptible to race 1， inF 2 generation， 
it was not easy to distinguish resistant from susceptible plant. 1n the same cross， 
when F2 plants were inoculated with race 1X， segregation of resistance to the 
race was in agreement with the 3: 1 ratio， indicating that the resistance of ChevrOt;l 
to race 1X is conditioned by a single m吋orgene， and that the resistance is domi-
nant. 1n the cross of Chevron x Hanna， no susceptible plant was obtained， and 
there was no difference between the two varieties in reaction to race 1X. Chev-
ron and Hanna， therefore， may have the same gene for resistance to race 1X. 
1n the F 2 of Hordeum spont. 3325 x Erhard Freder怯son，clear-cut segregation 
was not secured for resistance to each of races 1 and 1X. Obviously gene for 
resistance could not be determined by such an uncertain data， but it may be said 
that H. spont. 3325 has at least two genes for resistance to each of races 1 and 1X. 
* R=O-O-I， M=I-3， S=3-4-4 
19. GENES FOR RESIST ANCE TO MILDEW IN THE VARIETIES BELONGING TO GROUP 20 
Table 53 shows the results of inoculation with race 1 to F 1 and F 2 of the 
crosses with 3 varieties belonging to group 20. The F 1 of each crossー German
No.17 x Muyoji， Kairyobozu-mugi x Muyoji， and Kinai No.5 x Muyoji， became 
less resistant than their resistant parents， and in F 2 of the crosses， resistance vs. 
susceptibility to race 1 were in agreement with 3: 1 ratio. These results indicate 
that each of the three resistant varieties has one m吋orgene for resistance to race 
1， and that the resistance is incompletely dominant. 1n the crosses of Kairyo・
bozu-mugi x German No.l 7 and Kairyobozu-mugi x Kinai No.5， no susceptible 
plant was obtained. Furthermore， there were no di町erencesamong these three 
varieties in reaction to 1 races of mildew， these three varieties， therefore， may 
have the same gene for resistance to race 1. Kairyobozu-mugi is susceptible or 
(Bd. 1， Ht. 3 
Classification of parents， F1 and .F2 plants of crosses with varieties of 
group 20 according to reaction types to inoculation with race 1， and 
gene relationships between Kairyobozu-mugi and German No. 17， 
and between Kairyobozu-mugi and Kinai No. 5. 
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Table 53. 
Observed numbers Ratio 
ofF2 p1副 ts (R+M) 
M・S・Tota1 :8 
Reac-
t10n 。fFl 
Race 
used 
P 
va1ue 
.5-.3 
.7-.5 
3:1 
3: 1 
3:1 
?
?
??
82 
146 
78 
0 
0 
213 
278 
216 
54 
364 
R・
ト2 3 
1-2 160 
2-3 0 
1 831 
1-2 627 
??
， ?
??
， ? ? ?
Cr田sand reaction type of parents 
German No. 17 (0-1) x Muyoji (4) 
Kairyobozu-mugi (0-1) x Muyoji (4) 
Kinai No. 5 (1-2) x Muyoji (4) 
Kairyobozu-mugi (1) x German No. 17 (0-1) 
Kairyobozu・mugi(1) x Kinai No. 5 (1-2) 
moderately susceptible to races 11， VI， and IX， but to the rest of 8 races - 1， 111， 
IV， V， VII， VIII， Xand XIー itis resistant giving reaction type“0-1 ". It was 
found by the re-inoculation method that the resistance of Kairyobozu・mugito the 
8 races was conditioned by the same single gene. This gene in Kairyobozu-
mugi is thus designated as J Mlib・
Tables 54 and 55 show the gene relationships between Kairyobozu-mugi and 
the line or varieties whose mildew resistance had already been studied. As men-
tioned already in the section about group 13， from the cross of Golden Melon x 
Muyoji， two different F s lines were separated， and one of the two showed the 
same reaction to 11 races of mildew that of Kairyobozu-mugi. This line was 
called Golden Melon 2. In the F 2of Kairyobozu-mugi x Golden Melon 2， no 
susceptible plant was obtained， indicating that one of the two genes in Golden 
Melon is the same as JMlib of Kairyobozu-mugi. In the rest of the crosses listed 
in tables 54 and 55， susceptible plants were obtained， and the numbers of suscep-
tible plants were in accordance with expectations based on the 15: 1 ratio. So， 
JMlib is independent of any of other genes tested. In table 55， the F s lines 
were inoculated with race IX by the simplified parallel inoculation method， that 
R=u-O-1， M=I-S， 8=3・4-4
Gene relationships between Kairyobozu・mugiand other varieties in 
which genes for mildew resistance have previously been found. 
Table 54. 
P 
va1ue 
Ratio 
(R+M) 
T玩五i :5 
??
?
?
?
?
?
??? ???
??
??。Race 
used Cross and reaction type of parents 反面
11 
.95-.9 
.7-.5 
.8-.7 
.98-.95 
.8-.7 
.5-.3 
15: 1 
11 
11 
11 
1313 
827 
852 
748 
932 
299 
581 
。?????
??
934 
136 
265 
703 
483 
48 
111 
379 
臼0
537 
0 
391 
231 
438 
????Go1den Me10n 2 (1) x Kairyobozu-mugi (1) 
H.φont.時間間 (0) X 11 
Go1dfoi1 (0) x 
Nakaizumi-zairai (1) x 
Russian No. 12(1) x 
Kwan (ト2) x 
Russian No. 74 (0) x 
11 
11 
11 11 
11 11 
'" See tab1e 53 
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Tab1e 55. Gene re1ationship between Kairyobozu-mugi and Hanna. (The F 3 1ines 
were taken at random from F 2 p1ants which were susceptib1e to race 1). 
Cr個 S Race Observed numbers of Fョlines .._.._ P 3 ~~1~'IW" _ Ratio ~ used 'R~1I1.t~nt s.ar.-aA“no' SIIIrl"ntihl.. Tnt~ 1 '&"'''0.&' value 
Kairyobozu・mugix Hanna IX 23 印 24 107 1:2: 1 ふ 3
is， the Fs lines were taken at random from F2 plants which were susceptible to 
race 1 in the cross of Kairyobozu-mugi x Hanna. Because， Hanna is resistant 
only to race IX while Kairyobozu-mugi is moderately susceptible to race IX， so
there is no race to which the two varieties show mutual resistance. 
B. Conclusion 01 gene atza!川S10r mildew resistanie 
Seventeen genes for mildew resistance were distinctly identified from 146 
barley varieties. These results are summarized in table 56. In this table， the var-
iety iIi which each gene was first found was marked by the double asterisks as 
Tab1e 56. Reaction of each of 17 genes to 11 physio1ogic races， and 
names of the varieties possessing each. 
Symbol R.eaction of each gene to eleven r島.ces
OJ gene I n m IV V VI vn VI IX X 沼 Varieties with gene in question 
JMl， R R R R R R R R R R R H. s.niKr凶m・EngledowIndia， Gopal， 
H. s. 6586， J.20， Russian No.臼
JMl~" -*輔-
JMl~: 
JMlr11 - ー
一 一 R - - AIgerian** 
ー- R - - Black Russian** 
- - M - - Russian No. 81榊
JMl"" M M M M M M M M M M M Nigrinudum柿
JMlk M M M M M M M M M M M Kwan，*事ArlingtonAwnless， H. E. S. 1， 
Minn.90-5 
JMlr71 
JM/~! 
R R R R R R R R S R R Russian No. 74，*・ Kleinwanzleben
M M M M M M M M S M M A.222柿
JMl" S S S S S S S S R S S Hanna，糾Chevron，Russian No. 66 
. JMI"， M M M M S M M S M-S M M Nakaizumi-zair叫柿 Hokusei winter， 
Date No. 2! Hosogara No.l， Hosomugi 
C，H.s.5回0，Iwate Mensury C， Kachi. 
doki， Mukade-mugi， Nihonsan， Sanga. 
tsu， Ho:回mugi
JMI川 M M M M S M M S S M M Russian No. 12，榊CoI問 s，Dajokan，
Six-rowed Chevalier， 
JMlp -R-M - - p同knon柿
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
? ?
??
?
??，?
?
???
??
??
…??
?
?
?
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
?
????
?
?? ?
???
??
?? ??
?
??
????
? ???
?
????
??? ?? ??????????????????
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Table 56. (continued) 
Symbol 
ofgene 
Reaction of each gene to eleven races 
1 n m IV V 羽 vnVDI IX X XI Varieties with gene in question 
JM!'::: R* R* R* M R* R* R* R* R R* R* Monte Cristo，** J. 5 
JMlg R* R* M R R* R M R* R R* M Goldfoi1，糾Atlas46， Weihenstephaner 1 
JMl;" R* R* R* R R* R* R* R* - S S Nigrat疋柿
JMllcb M S M M M S M M -S M ~~irrl?~z，!-~U~!，柿 GermanNo. 17， 
Kinai No. 5， Golden Melon 
* Representative varieties may have some modifiers to indicated racι 
判 Representativevarieties in which each gene was first found. 
判*Gene was not determined for the indicated race becau民∞mplicatedsegregation 
oc河:urreo.
representative. The representative varieties are always different from suscep-
tible varieties in one m吋orgene for resistance to races indicated. But the resis-
tance of varieties except the representative are not always conditioned by only 
one gene. For example， Six-rowed Chevalier has two genes， JMl~! and JMlr12 for 
resistance to race 1. 
The 17 genes were， asshown in table 57， classified into three groups in rela-
tion with Hordium spont. nigrum gene， JMl， that is， (伺ωa司)alle刷lictω0)川lM孔1.岬問n町， (拘ωb肋)ind白epen-
dent 0ぱfJMlιs岬'"and (化c)in linkage wi江thJMl.".
Table 57. Summary of linkage relationships between 
JMl"， (H. s. nigrum) and other genes. 
Alelic gene to JMl." 
JMl~! (H. E. S. 4) 
JMl~" (AIgerian) 
JMl~: (Black Russian) 
JMl~! (A.222) 
JMl': (Monte Cristo) 
JMl=" (Nigrate) 
Linked gene with JMl.n Independent gene ofJMl師
JMl"" (Nigrinudum) JMlg (Goldfoil) 
JMl"， (Nakaizumi-zairai) JM恥 (Kairyobozu・mugi)
JMlr12 (Russian No. 12) JMlr81 (Russian No. 81) 
JMlk (Kwan) JMlr71 (Russian No. 74) 
JMl" (Hanna) 
JMlp (Psaknon) 
of JMl." are also independent of one another. Of the 17 genes， 7are allelic and 
eleven are located on the same chromosome. 
Schaller and Briggs (1955) ha ve reported that of the 10 genes for resistance 
to race 3 of powdery mildew， 5 are located on the same chromosome which is 
linkage group 1. Flor (1947， 1955) has made it clear that the 25 genes for resis-
tance to Melampsora lini are belonged to 5 groups of multiple allelomorphs. Ac-
∞rding to Khishen and Briggs (1945)， of the 6 genes for resistance to Tiletia 
caries， 4 are located on the same chromosome. Thus， asSchaller and Briggs 
pointed out， itis very interesting that the genes for resistance to a disease are 
not located at random on every chromosome， but they may be located in linkage 
on special chromosomes. 
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As shown in tables 56 and 57， there are many varieties which have mutually 
the泊 megene or allelic gene. Therefore， inthe various combinations among 
146 varieties， there are many di町erentcombinations but they ha ve the same 
gene combinations in regard to mildew resistance， and there are also many cases 
that similar recombination values might be obtained from different combinations 
because the genes concerned with them are multiple allelomorphs. 80， an attempt 
was made to calculate the recombination values from the sum of various data 
Table 58. Summary of recombination values among JM仏 (H.spont. nigrum)， 
JMl"n (Nigrinudum)， JMん (Nakaizumi・zairai)，
JMlr12 (Russian No. 12) and JMlk (Kwan). 
Combination of gene Source of data Recombination value %Nu1m.ber teosf tepd lants or unes 
JMl師 xJMl" . Repulsion F 2 41. 5士2.6 1393 
JMl." x JMl，. /1 6.3士1.2 7058 
11 × 11 Coupling F2 3.6士2.5 1187 
11 × 11 Repulsion F 3 (Ab) 7.8士1.5 180 
/1 × /1 /1 F 3 (aB) 8.2士1.4 230 
/1 x /1 /1 F 3 (AB) 8.3士1.2 347 
11 × 11 Weighted average 7.4士0.6
JMl." x JMlr12 Repulsion F 2 44.9:l: 1. 3 5422 
11 × /1 /1 F 3 (aB) 43.9土 4.1 154 
11 × 11 Weighted average 44.8 :l: 1. 3 
JMl開 xJMh Repulsion F 2 7.4士1.8 2951 
11 × 11 11 F 3 (aB) 7.5土 0.9 449 
11 × 11 Weighted average 7.5:l: 0.8 
JMl"" x JMl". Repulsion F 2 18.4 :l: 4. 1 持8
JMl"" X JMlk 11 14.8土 2.3 1828 
JMl". x JMlr12 /1 21.7:l:2.8 1271 
11 ヨえ 11 fI F 3 (aB) 20. 7士2.7 166 
11 × 11 Weighted average 21. 2士1.9
JMl，. X JMlk Repulsion F 3 (aB) 0.2:l: 0.2 203 
JAfl以 XJM1k 11 F2 35.9士5.3 342 
41. 59杉
14.8%τ 
，.0.296 
骨-7.596~ 11 18.4%---~ 
JMII1& JMl"‘JMt JM"'" 
←ー7. 49脇ーー~I 唾ー 21.2% 
35.9% 
44.8% 
Figure 1. T}!_e_ recombination values and suggested arrangement of the linked genes for 
mildew resistance. 
(Bd. 1， Ht. 3 
which were obtained from different combinations， but involving identified genes 
or allelic genes. These results are summarized in table 58. The recombination 
values obtained and suggested arrangement of these linked genes are as figure 1. 
1Ml，. and JMl. are very closely located on the same chromosome， sothe order of 
arrangement of the two genes is not obvious. 
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C. Locationザthegenes for mildew resistance 
Studies were made to determine to which linkage group each of the five 
mildew r回istancegenes belonged. The five mildew resistance genes are JMん
(H. spont. n詔rum)，JMlg (Goldfoil)， JMル(K.airyobozu・mugi)，JMl!! (H.E.S.4) and 
1Mん (Nakaizumi-zairai). The characters used as markers for seven linkage 
groups are shown in table 59 (Robertson， Wiebe and Immer 1941; Robertson， 
Characters used as linkage markers in these stu，:l巴S.Tab1e 59. 
Character and symbol of linkage marker 
Normal vs. liguleles (Lili)， Non-six-row vs. six-row (Vv) 
Normal vs. third outer写lume(Trdtrd)， Black vs. white lemma and pericarp (Bb)， 
Normal vs. albino seedlings (Atat) 
Long vs. short awn (L1clk)， Lax vs. dense spike (Ll)， Hulled vs. naked (Nn) 
H国対edvs. awned (K正)，Blue vs. non-blue aleurone (Blb/) 
Long vs. short-haired rachila (Ss)， Rough vs. sm∞th awn (Rr) 
Normal vs. uzu (Uzuz) 
Normal vs， brachytic (Brbr) 
L!nkage‘ 
group 
I 
E 
????
Wiebe and Shands 1947， 1955; Smith 1951; Takahashi， Yamamoto and Maruhashi 
1950; Takahashi， Yamamoto， Yasuda and Shiojiri 1952). 
1. INDEPENDENT INHERITANCE OF MILDEW RESISTANCE OF H. SPONT. NIGRUM， 
H. E. S. 4， NAKAIZUMI・ZAIRAIAND KAIRYOBOZU・MUGIWITH LINKAGE MARKERS 
In order to locate the four mildew resistance genes， JMl，" in H. spont. nigrum， 
JMl!! in H.E.S.4， JMlll' in Nakaizumi-zairai and JM仏 inKairyobozu-mugi， var-
ious crosses were made between these four resistant varieties and several linkage 
testers which carried the markers in seven linkage groups. F 2 seedlings of these 
crosses were inoculated with mildew in a greenhouse， and classified as resistant; 
medium or susceptible according to their reaction types to race inoculatd. After 
the classification， the seedlings were sprayed with lime sulphur， and planted in 
the field. In the field， the data regarding various characters of the F2 plants were 
taken as linkage markers. Linkage relations of mildew resistance were deter-
mined from the F 2 data which were obtained in both the greenhouse and field. 
These results were confirmed by F s test using simplified paral1el inoculation 
method: Fs lines were taken at random from the F2 plants which had one reces-
sive linkage marker， and the seedlings of these Fs lines were tested again for 
mildew resistance in the greenhouse. For example， inregard to linkage relation 
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between row number of spikes and mildew resistance， F s lines were taken from 
F 2 plants having six-rowed spikes， and mildew reactions of these lines were deter-
mined. These results are summarized in tables 60 and 61. Several crosses were 
Table 60. Independent segregations of characters listed in F 2of the crosses with 
H. spont.勾rum，H. E. S. 4， Nakaizumi-zairai and Kairyobozu・mugi.
Lin祉age Combination Obeerved numbcr. of F 2 planu X' based Value 
Group of genes XY・Xy xY xy Total on 9:3:3: 1 。fP
(mlJ X jmM 984 330 326 97 1737 1. 337 .8-.7 
1 'JMl...Li x j・ml.，.li 547 171 197 52 967 3.140 .5-.3 im勧Li x jmlltl)i 163 56 48 24 291 2.伺5 .5-.3 
JM1，.Li x jml，.li 333 118 110 36 597 0.431 .95-.9 
JMl，.B x jml."b 834 253 278 89 1454 1. 874 .7-.5 
JMl~!h x jml~同‘B 250 76 83 33 442 1. 641 .7-.5 
JMl.，Trd x jml."trd 635 221 217 74 1147 0.417 .95-.9 
1 ~ JMl.凶 x jmllJbB 155 40 48 17 260 2.291 .7-.5 
JMllJbTrd x jml1Jblrd 162 54 46 17 279 0.9伺 .9-.8 
JMl，.b x jml，.B 513 157 157 57 884 1.564 .7-.5 
JMl，.Trd x jml，.trd 3ω 103 98 27 536 1.525 .7-.5 
JMl.，N x jml.，n 561 217 189 62 1029 3.712 .3-.2 
JMl，，LK x jml."lk 973 324 314 108 1719 0.264 .98-.95 
JMl，.L x jml."l 483 161 164 40 848 3.446 .5-.3 
JMl!!z x jml~!‘ L 424 127 131 44 726 1.438 .7-.5 
JMl.助n x jml~ 427 155 143 44 769 1.264 .8-.7 
m 1 JMlltl)k x jmlめLK 517 174 175 54 920 0.263 .98-.95 
JMl飴L x jmlltl) 375 134 117 43 669 1. 178 .8-.7 
JMl".N x jml，.n 392 134 107 43 676 3.938 .3-.2 
JMl，.，LK x 川l，.lk 444 151 130 46 771 2.061 .7-.5 
JMl，.，l x jml，.L 163 56 53 18 290 O.ωw >.99 
JMl，.L x jml，.l 491 157 176 54 878 1. 182 .8-.7 
h‘ ha・Bl 344 105 30 2. 728 .5-.3 (肌;bl x jml; 101 施。
IV J JMllJbl x jmlw，Bl 54 19 20 7 lω 0.291 .98-.95 
JMl，.bl x jml，.Bl 170 53 46 16 285 2.220 .7-.5 
JM1，.Bl x jml，.bl 214 70 74 26 384 0.296 .98-.9 
JMl，.R x jml，，r 163 56 57 20 296 0.240 .98-.95 
JMl，，S X jml."s 464 173 137 43 817 5.弧8 .2-.1 
V ~ JMl.品R X j叫 1JbT 173 52 57 13 295 2.129 .7-.5 
JMl泌S X jmlw 60 13 21 6 l∞ 2.391 .5-.3 
JMl，.s x jml，.S 736 226 235 71 1268 2.195 .7-.5 
389 123 122 41 675 0.526 .95-.9 
VI < JMlωuz x jmJ局Uz 526 162 154 66 9ω 3. 744 .3-.2 
JMl，.Uz X jml，.1UI 137 47 39 12 235 1. 562 .7-.5 
w ( ~"!!..，，~r x ・iml.nbー r 310 98 93 28 529 1. 695 .7-.5 
JMl，.Br x jml，.br 163 60 45 17 285 2.220 .7-.5 
• X = resistant， Y = character as linkage marker 
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Table 61. Distributions of Fa lines of the crosses with H. stont. nigrum， H. E. S. 4， 
Nakaizumi-zairai and Kairyobozu・mugiinto susceptiblej segregating 
and resistant to mildew (The F 3 lines were taken from F 2 plants 
which had recessive characters of linkage markers). 
Linkage Combination Ob・ervednumber. of F s linee X2 based Va1ue 
Group of genes Resis- gSaeetln-g " Suscep- Tota1 on 1 :2:1 of tant tib1e F 
I {JMl，，V x jml，v 87 154 72 313 1. 557 .5-.3 
55 104 50 209 0.259 .9-.8 
"4. . ." E Imamb x jmla:B 13 32 16 61 0.442 .9-.8 
JMl，.Trd x jml，trd 56 120 54 230 0.469 .8-.7 
JMlI<!JTrd x j・mllclJ.rd 23 31 16 70 2.314 .5-.3 
J一Mlu
N x jml，n 33 60 25 118 1. 119 .7-.5 
JMl，.Lk x jml師 lk 53 149 68 270 4.570 .2-.1 
JMluL x jml，，l 30 83 29 142 2.245 .5-.3 
JMl~!l x jml~・;L 12 42 1 65 5.585 .1-.05 
m l JMl""， x jmll<!JN 30 53 32 115 0.625 .8-.7 
JMl.~lk x jml，貼LK 17 44 23 84 1. 048 .7-.5 
JMl.らL x jml，."l 22 印 26 l伺 1. 630 .5-.3 
JMl，.N x jml，.n 6 13 8 27 0.333 .9-.8 
JMl，.，Lk x jml，.lk 13 32 13 58 0.621 .8-.7 
JMl，.L x jml，.l 1 38 16 65 2.320 .5-.3 
JMl，.k x jml師 K 28 54 25 107 0.177 .95-.9 
JMl~!bl x jml!!Bl 16 38 16 70 0.514 .8-.7 
lV 1 JMli~ x jmll<!JK 13 35 13 61 1. 328 .7-.5 
JMli~bl x jmlisBl 9 10 7 26 1. 692 .5-.3 
JMl，.k x jml，.1{ 16 44 13 73 3.329 .2-.1 
JMl，.Bl x jml，.bl 23 47 26 96 0.229 .9-.8 
x jm!，.r 15 41 20 76 1. 132 .7-.5 
JMl，.S X jml，! 43 71 27 141 3.638 .2-.1 
v ) JMli~S x jmliYO! 2 1 6 19 2.158 .5-.3 
JMl陣 S X jml，.! 18 46 30 94 3.1回 .3-.2 
17 25 15 57 1.瓜旧 .7-.5 
VI ¥ JMli~UZ. x jmli}UZ. 40 67 41 148 1. 338 .7-.5 
JMl，.Uz. x jml，.Uz. 18 29 12 59 1.2∞ .7-.5 
vn {JMl，，Br x jml，，br 15 36 19 70 0.514 .8-.7 
made so as to know about a relationship between mildew resistance of a variety 
and a marker. For example， todetermine linkage relation between mildew 
resistance of H. spont. n詔rU1Tland row number of spikes， H. spont. nigrum was 
crossed with several susceptible and six-rowed varieties- Brachytic"Mars， Yuho・
shu and Nitahadaka. As similar results were obtained from these crosses (Hiura 
and Heta 1957 b)， they were consolidated by items as shown in tables 60 and 61. 
1t is clear from the above data that 4 genes - JMlon， J一Ml~!， JM仏 andJMlkb are 
independent of al1 the markers listed in table 59， except a， gene. 
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Kramer， Veyl and Hanson (1954) have pointed out that genes conditioning 
the characters belonged to linkage groups 1II and VII are located on the same 
chromosome. The markers used in our studies are， therefore， located on the six 
chromosomes. 1t is of interest to determine whether JM仏 foundin Kairyobozu-
mugi is located on the one remaining chromosome. 
2. LINKAGE RELATION OF GENE FOR MILDEW RESISTANCE IN H. SPONT. NIGRUM 
WITH G ENE FOR ALBINO IN TREBI 1 
Briggs (1945) has reported that the Psaknon factor Mlp and the Duplex factor 
m1o for resistance to American race 3 of barley mildew were found to be linked 
with a， factor for albino seedling which places them in linkage group I. Ac-
cording to Schaller and Briggs (1955) the Black Russian factor Mlo2 for resistance 
to the泊 merace was linked with the Mlp and mlo， and assumed that Mla2 was in 
linkage group I. The gene JMん inH. spont. nigrum was considered to be allelic 
to the Black Russian gene JMl弘forresistance to japanese race 1X. 1f the re-
sistance of Black Russian to the American race 3 and to the japanese race 1X 
are conditioned by the same gene， the H. spont. nigrum gene， JMl.， should be 10-
cated in linkage group 11. Data from the crosses necessary to establish the above 
relation are given in table 62. 1n a cross of Trebi 1 x H. spont. nigrum， there 
Table 62. F2 segregation of gene for resistance to Japanese race IX 
and the gene for normal versus albino seedlings 
from a cross of Trebi 1 X H. spont. nigrum. 
Parent or F 1Geno- Observed numbers of F 2plants Value 
Cr08s type Item Normal Normal Albino Total ofP Res. Sus. 
Trebi 1 jm1tsanadz t Observed number 。 71 29 100 Expected number based 
on a 3:1 ratio 。 75 25 l∞ .5-.3 
H.s.nなmm.IF;M研1m二Z4tI Observed number l∞ 。 。 1∞ 
Trebi I× I1ifm万l.二，.AヨtZ Observed number - 216 70 。 286 
H.s.nigmm oEn xpae3ct:el d rantuiom.b-e…r based 214.5 71. 5 。 286 .9-.8 
Trebi I× Yi商ml二.，0五1， Observed number …・ 696 141 264 1101 
H.s.nig'maEx9p:e3c:t4ed rantiuo m-Hb・er・basedon 619 207 275 101 svmeray l
Expected number based on 
recomb. valuc of 29.7 % ・ 687 139 275 1101 .8-.7 
was a marked departure between the observed and expected 9:3:4 ratios， indicat-
ing linkage between the JMん forresistance to japanese race 1X in H. spont. 
nigrum and a， for albino seedling in Trebi 1. The recombination value calculated 
was 29.7:!: 3.2 per cent， and the fit of the observed number to the expected on 
this basis was very good. 
Robertson (1929) reported that the B factor for black lemma and pericarp and 
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a， factor albino seedling were linked with a recombination value of 22.3 per cent. 
According to Ivanova (1937)， genes for black lemma (B) and for third outer 
glume (trd) were linked with a recombination value of 16 per cent belonging to 
linkage group I. As mentioned in the last section， the possible linkage relations 
of ]Ml.， with B and with trd were not found. These results may suggets that there 
is a large distance between]Mルandthe two genes， Band trd， and that a， is located 
between ]Mlm and the two genes. If this is true， ]Ml.n and its 10 linked genes 
may belong to linkage group I (table 57). As no F3 test on the linkage relation 
between ]Ml.， and a， has yet been made， further studies are， therefore， required 
to determine the linkage group of ]Mllft. 
3. LINKAGE RELATION OF GENE FOR MILDEW RESISTANCE IN GOLDFOIL WITH GENE 
FOR HOODED IN NEPAL 
Briggs and Stanford (1943) have reported that gene for mildew resistance of 
Goldfoil to American race 3 islinked with the gene for hooded in Nepal， which 
is known to belong to group IV， with recombination value of 18.77 :1: 2.33 per 
cent. It is of interest to study whether the same linkage relation is found in the 
same cross when japanese race of mildew is inoculated. 
Table 63 shows the F 2 segregation of characters listed from the cross of Gold-
foil x Nepal when race IX was inoculated. The observed numbers for character 
Table 63. F 2segregation of gent: for resistance to race IX and gene for h∞ded 
vs. awned from a cross of Goldfoil x Nepal. 
Observed numbers of F 2 plants Value 
Cross Item Resist.Resist.Stzuas姐eepdt.Sawusneeed pt.Total 。fP 
h制加ded awned 
Goldfoil Observed number 99 51 41 5 196 
× oEn xpaec9t:e3d :3n:u1mrbateir o bωed Nepal 110 37 37 12 196 very small 
Expected number based on 
recomb. value of 30.5 % …・. 103 44 44 5 196 .8-.7 
Table 64. Distribution of F s lines of Goldfoil x Nepal into susceptible， 
segregating and resistant to race IX. (The F s lines were 
taken from awned plants in F 2of the cross). 
Cross Item Observed numbers of F 3 lines P 
Resistant Segregating Susceptible Total Value 
Goldfoil Observed number 82 30 6 118 
× Expected number based 
Nepal on a 1 :2:1 ratio 29.5 59 29.5 118 very small 
Expected number based on 
recomb. value of 15.5%…・. 84 31 3 118 .2-.1 
combinations deviate significantly from the numbers expected on the basis of 
9:3:3: 1 ratio， but agree satisfactorily with those expected on the basis of 30.5:1: 6.4 
per cent recombination value. In the F 2 test only 196 plants were used. In order 
to get approximate recombination value more F2 plants are needed. For this， five 
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hundred F 2 plants of Goldfoil x Nepal were planted in the field. The result 
obtained showed that there were 382 hooded to 118 awned which was in agree-
ment with the 3: 1 ratio (P= 0.5-0.3). The mildew tests of the F s lines of these 118 
awned plants were made in the greenhouse using race IX. These results are 
given in table 64. Obviously the observed numbers do not conform to those ex-
pected on the basis of independent segregation. The recombination value be-
tweenJMlg in Goldfoil and K in Nepal calculated from the Fs data is 15.5:! 2.7 
per cent. The numbers expected on the basis of this value agree satisfactorily 
with those obtained. The combined weighted recombination value calculated 
from the F 2 and F 3 data is 17.8:!: 2.5 per cent. This value is very close to 18.77 
:! 2.33 per cent which was reported by Briggs and Stanford (1943). Therefore， 
JMlg for resistance to japanese race IX and Mlg for resistance to American race 
3 in Goldfoil may be the same gene. 
D. The relation between the 17 genes identified in these studies and 
thωe found by earlier workers 
Of the 17 genes for mildew resistance identified in these studies eight were 
found in 8 varieties-Goldfoil， Algerian， Black Russian， Kwan， Hanna， Psaknon， 
Monte Cristo and Nigrate - whose mildew resistance had already been studied 
by American workers. In our studies in determining genes for mildew resistance 
in the 8 varieties， race IX was usedj the American workers used race 3. Race 
IX shows very similar pathogenicity as that of American race 3 on the six differ-
ential varieties used in America， but thete is no pr∞f that the two races are the 
same one. So， it is not only very interesting but important to know whether the 
genes in the回mevarieties for resistance to japanese and American races are 
the日me. But， asit is not known that race IX and race 3 are the same， direct 
comparison of our genetic results with those of the American workers might lead 
us into faulty conclusion. Linkage relations of the mildew resistance genes are 
considered to be available for such a comparison， because when the similar link-
age relations are found in the same cross to two races， the two genes for resistance 
to the two races may be the same， even if in the case that the two races are dif-
ferent. 
JMlg(Goldfoil). Briggs and Barry (1937) reported that Goldfoil was different 
from susceptible variety in one m吋orgene， Mlg， for resistance to mildew race 3， 
and that the resistance was incompletely dominant. Briggs and Stanford (1943) 
have found that the Goldfoil gene， MlfJ7 and gene for hooded， K， are linked with 
recombination value of 19 per cent which places them in linkage group IV. In 
our studies， it was found that resistance of Goldfoil to race IX was conditioned 
by a single gene， JMlg， that the resistance Was incompletely dominant， and that 
JMlg was linked with hooded gene， K， with recombination value of 18 per cent. 
These results indicate that JMlfJ7 for resistance to japanese race IX， may be the 
阻mewith Mlg， for resistance to American race 3. Freisleben and Metzger (1942) 
have reported that a gene， Ercp， for resistance to mildew in Weihenstephaner is 
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linked with hooded gene， Kwith recombination value of 16 per cent. In this 
studies， it was found that Weihenstephaner had the same gene as JMlg found in 
Goldfoil for resistance to race IX. ET.明 therefore，may be the日mewith JMlg・
JMl~B (Algerian)， JMl!~ (Black Russian) and JMlk (Kwan). Briggs and Stan-
ford (1938)， and Schaller and Briggs (1955) reported that resistance of each var-
ieties， Algerian， Black Russian and Kwan to American race 3 was conditioned 
by a single dominant gene Mla， Mla2 and Mlk' respectively， that Mla (Algerian) 
was allelic to Ml.2(Black Russian)， and that Mla2 (Black Russian) and Mlk(Kwan) 
were linked with recombination value of 10 per cent. They also made it clear 
that these three genes belonged to linkage group 11. In our studies， it was found 
that each of Algerian， Black Russian and Kwan had a single dominant gene 
JMl~n， JMl!~ and JMlt， respectively， for resistance to race IX， that JMl~B (Alge-
rian) was allelic to JMl!~ (Black Russian)， and that JMl~B (Algerian) and JMlt 
(Kwan) were linked with recombination value of 9 per cent. And also， JMl川
which is allelic to JMl~B' have been thought to be linked with a， which places them 
in linkage group 1. If this is true， it may be泊 idthatJMl~B' JMlじandJMlk are 
identical with Mlo， Mla2 and Mlk' respectively. 
JMlp(Psaknon). According to Stanford and Briggs(1940)， resistance of Psaknon 
to American race 3 was conditioned by a single dominant gene， Mlp' Schal1er 
and Briggs (1955) found that Mlp (Psaknon) and Mlo2 (Black Russian) were 
linked with recombination value of 42 per cent. For resistance to ]apanese race 
IX， Psaknon also had a single dominant gene， JMlp， but there were no linkage 
relations betweenJMlp (psaknon) and JMl~.. (Algerian)， and betweenJMlp (P阻k-
non) and JMl~~ (Black Russian). So， it is hard to泊 ythat JMl p isthe回 meas 
Mlp 
JMlh (Hanna). Briggs (1935) reported that Hanna differed from susceptible 
variety in one major gene， Mlh' for resistance to mildew race 3， and that the re・
sistance was incompletely dominant. According to Briggs and Barry (1937)， 
Briggs and Stanford (1938)， and Stanford and Briggs (1940)， Mlh(Hanna) showed 
independent inheritance with each of Mllf (Goldfoi1)， Mla (Alger包n)，Mlk (Kwan) 
and Mlp (psaknon). These results are in good agreement with those of our stud-
ies， that is， resistance of Hanna to race IX is conditioned by a single incompletely 
dominant gene， JMlh， and JM九isindependent of JMllf (Goldfoi1)， JMl~B (Alge-
rian)， JMlk (K wan) and JMl p (Psaknon). Thus， very simi1ar results were obtained 
by American workers and by us， but since any linkage relation of Hanna gene 
was not found， it is not certain that JMlh， for resistance to ]apanese race IX， is
the same with Mlh， for resistance to American race 3. 
JMl;:(Monte Cristo). Favret (1949 a， b)reported that Mlm in Monte Cristo， 
gene for resistance to American race 3 and Argentine races 1 and 2， also con-
ditioned resistance of Engledow India to the Argentine races. In our studies， 
it was found that Monte Cristo gene，JMl':， could distinguish from gene in En-
gledow India by the reactions to race IV， and that JMl":: was allelic to the gene 
in Engledow India for resistance to race IX. It may be回idthat the above two 
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results， obtained by us and by Favret， are the阻mein respect of linkage relation 
of geI1es found in Monte Cristo and Engledow India， but further studies might 
be neces泊 ryto identify the two genes， JMl;: and Ml".. 
JMl~n (Nigrate). Briggs (1938) found that resistance of Nigrate to American 
race 3 of mildew was conditioned by two dominant genes. Stanford and Briggs 
(1940) reported that for resistance to race 3， Nigrate and Psaknon had at least 
one gene， Mlp， incommon. According to Vallega and Favret (1947)， Nigrate 
had one recessive gene， ml" for resistance to Argentine races 1 and 2. In ]apan， 
Nigrate had two genes for resistance to race IX， which was in agreement with 
the results of Briggs. But， Nigrate is susceptible to races X and XI， while Psak-
non is resistance to the two races， and the resistance of Psaknon to the two races 
seems to be conditioned by the same gene，JMlpo Therefore， it is not considered 
that Nigrate and Psaknon ha ve the same gene in common. 
In conclusion， JMlg (Goldfoil)， JMl~n (Algerian)， JMl~: (Black Russian) and 
JMl" (Kwan)， for resistance to ]apanese race IX， may be the same as to tho~e 
genes for resistance to American race 3 -Mlg， Ml"， Ml"2 and Ml"， respectively. 
On the other hand， further studies may be neces回ryto determine whether the 
genes JMlp， JMlh and JMl;: are the same Mlp， Mlh and Ml..，.respectively. JMlon 
(H. stont. nigrum)， JMl ~~ (H.E.S.4)， JMl~! (A. 222)， JMl"， (Kairyobozu-mugi)， 
JMln (Nigrinudum)， JMl，. (Nakaizumi-zairai)， JMlr12 (Russian No. 12劫)， JMlんF門7
(Russian No.74)， and JMlr81 (Russian No. 81) are the new genes for resistance to 
]apanese races which have been first found in these studies. 
v. DISCUSSION 
The 17 genes for resistance to powdery mildew were found in 146 barley 
varieties. The 146 varieties， ofcourse included many genes other than the 1 7 
for resistance to powdery mildew. But， most of these conditioned only moderate 
resistance and they were often with some modifiers inftuencing resistance of the 
variety. In these cases， mildew reactions of the F2 plants were usually modified 
markedly byenvironmental conditions. So， it is not easy to distinguish between 
resistant and susceptible on individual plants， and clear-cut segregation was not 
generally obtainable for resistance to mildew. Honecker (1934)， and Schaller 
and Briggs (1955) reported that reactions ofheterozygous plants were affected by 
environmental conditions. As already pointed out， we also observed that segre・
gation ratio of mildew resistance may be deviated by the environmental con・
ditions under which the seedlings were grown， and that it is di伍cultto determine 
gene for mildew resistance from such a complicated and uncertain segregating 
data. In these studies， therefore， m吋orgene for mildew resistance in a variety 
was determined only when monofactorial総gregationwas clearly distinguished. 
Thus， the 17 genes were identified. 
In order to analyse genes for mildew resistance in barley varieties， the 146 
varieties were classified into 20 groups based on their reaction types to 1 physio-
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logic races. By this grouping， experimental process of gene analysis was greatly 
simplified， because each of the varieties which were classified into a different 
group had at least one different gene from one another， and because there were 
many cases that the same gene was found in the varieties which were classified 
into the same group. For example， from each of varietal groups 4， 1， 16and 
20， only one gene JMlr7" JMl!!， JMl":: and JMlldJ was respectively found， that is， 
each of the varieties belonging to a group had the same gene. In the varieties 
belonging to group 7， two genes， JMl，. and JMlr12 were found， but further studies 
have brought about the results that varieties having JM11lll could be distinguished 
from those having JMlr12 by the reaction to race IX; the former were moderately 
resistant but the latter were susceptible. In the varieties belonging to group 1， 
various genes -JMん (H.spont. nigrum)， JM目指 (Algerian)，JMは (BlackRussian)， 
JMl刷 (RussianNo.81) andJMls (Weihenstephaner 1 and Atlas 46) -were found. 
Those varieties belonging to the same group 1 were hardly distinguished from 
one another as far as in respect to the reactions to 11 japanese mildew races. 
All of them were similarly resistant to the eleven race-s. But， asalready men-
tioned， H.ゆont.nigrum， Algerian and Black Russian could be distinguished from 
one another by the reactions to races V or IX of their Fl plants of crosses with 
susceptible variety. According to Honecker (1937)， Nover and Mansfeld (1955)， 
Nover (1957)， and Ho百mannand Nover (1959)， there were distinct differences 
betweenH.sψtont. n~智gl
CP and Algerian in reactions tωos叩omeGerman races of mildew. According to 
Moseman (1955)， Atlas 46 differed from Algerian and from Black Russian by 
the reactions to American race 12. From these results， itmay be said that when 
some resistant varieties show mutually specific susceptibility to some races， they 
have the same gene in common， and that if there were enough kinds of mildew 
races for inoculation to barley varieties， it may be possible to identify gene for 
mildew resistance in the varieties without any genetic studies. 
As shown in tables 4 and 65， number and kind of e汀ectivegene for mildew 
resistance in a variety ma y often vary according to race in凹 ulated. So， even 
Table 65. Interrelationship between gene constitution for mildew resistance 
and reactions to mildew races in barley varieties listed. 
Variety Gene Reactions of each variety to each race construction I n m N V ~ W ~ ~ x ~ 
H.E.S.4 JMl~! '" R S R s R R s S s R R 
Hanna JMl" s s s s s s s s R s s 
Russian No. 66 JMl!! +JMl" R S R s R R s s R R R 
H. E.S.4 JMl~! '" R s R s R R s s s R R 
Russian No. 12 JMlrll M M M M S M M S S M M 
Six-rowed Chevalier JMl~! + JMlr12 R M R M R-R M s s R R 
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in a cross where complicated segregation has occurred for resistance to a race， 
monofactorial segregation may stil be found if anotherr race is inoculated to tru，
same cross. This fact is able to utilize to analyse gene for resistance in a variety. 
For example， Six-rowed Chevalier has two genes for resistance to race 1; one is 
JMl~! and the other is JMlrル Aplant having JMl~! is high resistant to .races 1 
and V but susceptible to race IV， while a plant having JMlr12 is moderately resis同
tant to races 1 and IV but susceptible to race V. Therefore， when F2 plants of 
Six-rowed Chevalier x susceptible variety are inoculated with race 1， bifactorial 
segregation田 curs，and so it is di伍cultto determine each of the two genes. But， 
if F2 plants of the same cross are inoculated with races IV or V， monofactor匂l
segregation侃 cursand each gene for resistance to races IV or V is distinctly de-
termined. Furthermore， each F 8 line of the cross is di vided into two parts， and 
each part is inoculated with races IV and V respectively， and these two results 
are combined， then we are able to make a clear interrelationship between two 
genes for mildew resistance in Six-rowed Chevalier. Thus， that effective gene 
in a variety may often vary according to inoculated race is very convenient to 
analyse gene for resistance in a variety， but this makes it difficult to compare 
between two genetic results obtained from di宵erentlands. Because， even though 
the same variety is studied， we might often deal with different resistant gene 
involved in the same variety unless the races inoculated is known to be the回me.
As shown in table 65， Russian No.66 has two genes for mildew resistance; one is 
JMぽ found in H.E.S.4 and the other is JMl" of Hanna. When we made experi・
ment in Okayama on a mildew resistance of Russian No.66， only JMl~! will be 
found in the variety. Because， inOkayama， race 1 isthe most prevalent and 
JMl" is not effective to the race. In Hokkaido， where race IX is the most pre・
valent， only JMl" will be found in the回mevariety， since JMl~! is not e町ective
to race IX. In Shikoku， race 1 is prevalent， soRussian No.66 is the only sus-
ceptible variety. Thus， these three results which obtained from three districts 
are not in agreement with one another. Even in japan， many such cases have 
been obtained which shows that similar cases may be found also between experi-
mental results in di百'erentcountries. From this reason， inthis paper， todif.・
ferentiate the gene for resistance to japanese mildew races from that to foreign 
ones， JMl was used as the symbol of gene for resistance to japanese mildew races. 
It is considered that in order to compare our genetic results with those of other 
countries， linkage relations of the genes must be studied. For， ifin the different 
experiments similar linkage relations were found in the same cross， the genes 
dealt in each experiment could be the same， even if different race was used in 
each experiment. 
For resistance to japanese races， H. spont. r.igrum and Gopal had the泊megene 
in common， and Arlington Awnless had the阻megene as that of K wan. But， 
Honecker (1937) reported that Gopal was resistant but H. spont. rdgrum was sus-
ceptible to German race F， indicating each variety to have a di町erentgene. 
According to Briggs and Stanford (1938)， Arlington Awnless and Kwan had no 
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common gene for resistance to American race 3. Sarasola， Favret and Vallega 
(1946) also found that Arlington Awnless was resistant but Kwan was susceptible 
to Argentine races， showing the gene in Arlington to di能rfrom that of Kwan. 
It is emphasized， therefore， tobe exact， we must say that the gene in H. sponl. 
nigrum cannot be distinguished from that of Gopal， and gene in K wan cannot be 
distinguished from gene in Arlington as far as for resistance to japanese races. 
But， tosimplify the expression， the word “same" was used in al such cases shown 
in this paper. 
A gene for high resistance to a race is epistatic to a gene for moderate or lower 
resistance to the same race， and the epistatic and hypostatic relations between 
two genes ma y be reversed according to race inoculated. The reaction of a var-
iety to a race is represented by a action of gene for higher resistance to the race 
without any insuence of lower resistant gene. For instance， asshown in table 
65， Six-rowed Chevalier shows high resistance of equal degree to both races 1 
and V as a action of ]Ml~! without any in日uenceof ]Mlr12 conditioning moderate 
resistance， and it shows moderate resistance to race I as a action of ]Mlr12・
Therefore， the resistant reactions to various races of new variety which are bred 
by combination of two resistant genes， can be expected when reaction of each 
gene is well known. In connection with breeding new resistant varieties， itis 
also emphasized that genes for resistance to powdery mildew are often located 
on a臼mechromosome. 
It is well known that physiologic race is not the ultimate limit of speciali:-
zation， and that if number of di町erentialhost is increased a physiologic race 
may be further su凶ividedinto some biotypes. On the other hand， gene for 
Table 66. Gene constitution for mildew resistance of barley 
Representative 
variety 
varieties cultivated in Jpan. 
Varieties which have the same gene construction as 
representative varieti伺 Gene identified 
前ahizumi-zairai' Aizu No. ~， Aizu No. 4， Aizu No. 5， Aizu No. 6， Hokusei win-
ter， Date No. 2， Hosomugi C， Hoso-mugi No. 3， HOSDgara No. 
1， Kachidoki， Kenkichi No. 1， Iwate Mensury C， Mukade-
mugi， Murasaki-hadaka， Nihon脇町 OmugiNo. 2， Sangatsu， 
Wωe・hos句ara ..・H ・…..・H ・-…H ・H ・...・H ・...・H ・-…H ・H ・..JMl"" 
Aizu-hadaka No. 3 Hokudai No.4， Hokudai No.9， Maruchin No. 1， Sanjaku・
honaga C， Yuki-shirazu .…・・・・…・・・……………・・・・…...... Unknown 
Hakata No. 2 
Six-rowed 
Chevalier 
H田o-mugi
Golden Melon 
Hokudai No. 1， Hosogara No. 2， Kinai No. 42， Konosu No・ M
30， Miyagi No. 123， Os()o・mugi..…・・…・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・…・・・・・・….. JMl;;' 
h‘ Dajokan， Shirobo .・H ・....・H ・. ….日…口.…リ…. …日.い…リ….  ….υ…口.…口….リ….い…日.い…リ…. 口….口….リ…. 口….…い.川…口….リ….日….日.JMlん.，則，JMl仏rは1
h4 
Kinai No. 43， Miyako C .…・・……・・・・・・…・・・……・・・・・…....... JMI川 JMl"" 
Chevlier， Tw酔~?w~d Chevalier， Ebis， Kagoshima Golden， T.，.14 
Golden Melon No. 1....・H ・..・H ・-…..・H ・..…・・・・…・'"・H ・-… JMl;;， JMl妨
Shida-bun No. 1 Moravia …・……・・・・・…・・・・…・…......・H ・..…・・・…...・H ・. Unknown 
Kairyobozu-mugi Ehime-hadaka No. 2， Heiwa・hadaka，Kinai No. 5・・・…・-…... JMlltI; 
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mildew resistance in a variety is determined by a race and if the variety is inocu-
lated with another race， another resistance gene may be found in the same variety. 
These facts indicate that even though we use the same differential varieties， we 
may often use different genes for differentiating mildew races. Furthermore， if
we used different differ官 ltialsother than ones used in our studies， different races 
might be found other than the 1 races used in these studies， and by using the 
different races， different genes might be found. Thus， physiologic races and 
genes for resistance to the races may be said to be endless. In consequence， diι
ferential varieties must be selected from practical view point. As shown in table 
66， the gene constitutions for mildew resistance of japanese varieties are found 
to be very simple. Therefore， under the present condition， it is not so di伍cult
for us to select suitable di町erentialvarieties for differentiating japanese physio-
logic races of barley powdery mildew. 
VI. SUMMARY 
In order to identify the genes for mildew resistance of barley varieties， and 
to make clear the interrelationship between the genes， effective inoculation 
methods were devised， that is， the same F2 plants were repeatedly inoculated 
withdi百erentraces or each of F slines was di vided into two parts and each part was 
inoculated with di百erentrace. By using these inoculation methods， 17genes for 
resistance to mildew were identified from 146 barley varieties. 
From the results of studies on the effect range of action of each gene to eleven 
physiologic races， conclusion was drown that if we could use enough mildew races 
for inoculation， we might be able to identify gene for mildew resistance in barley 
varieties without any genetic studies. 
The 17 genes were classified into three groups based on their linkage relations; 
7 were allelic to one another， and 4 were linked with the 7， making a total of 1， 
which were located on the same chromosome. The remaining 6 were indepen-
dent of any other genes for mildew resistance. The recombination values and 
suggested arrangement of these linked genes are shown in figure 1. 
Of the 17 genes， 8 were found in the varieties whose gene for resistance to 
American race 3 have already been studied， but only 4 seemed to be the same 
as those for resistance to American race 3. 
It was found that number and kind of e民ctivegene for mildew resistance a 
variety might often vary according to races inoculated. So， itis emphasized 
that even though the same variety is studied， we might often deal with different 
resistance gene or genes involved in the same variety if di町erentraces are used. 
Therefore， tocompare between the genetic results which were obtained in the 
different countries， linkage relation of the genes must be studied. From this rea-
son， inorder to differentiate the gene for resistance to japanese race from that 
to foreign race， JMl was used as symbol of gene for resistance to japanese physio-
logic races of mildew. 
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The above facts also indicate that even though we use the回 medifferential 
varieties， we may often use different mildew resistance gene for di町erentiating
mildew races. Physiologic race is identified by reactions of di町erentialvarieties， 
and gene for mildew resistance in a variety is determined by a physiologic race. 
If di町erentdifferential hosts， that is， di町erentresistance genes， are used， new 
physiologic races might be found， and by using new races， new genes for mildew 
resistance might be found. Thus， physiologic races and genes for resistance to 
the races a詑 endless. From these facts， that di百erentialvarieties must be selec-
ted from practical view point was discussed. 
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